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Abstract
Iterative rules appear everywhere in music cognition, creating strong expectations. Consequently, denial of
rule projection becomes an important compositional strategy, generating numerous possibilities for musical
affect. Other rules enter the musical aesthetic through reflexive game playing. Still other kinds are completely
constructivist in nature and may be uncongenial to cognition, requiring much training to be recognized, if at
all. Cognitive rules are frequently found in contexts of varied repetition (AA), but they are not necessarily
bounded by stylistic similarity. Indeed, rules may be especially relevant in the processing of unfamiliar
contexts (AB), where only abstract coding is available. There are many kinds of deduction in music cognition.
Typical examples include melodic sequence, partial melodic sequence, and alternating melodic sequence
(which produces streaming). These types may coexist in the musical fabric, involving the invocation of both
simultaneous and nested rules. Intervallic expansion and reduction in melody also involve higherorder
abstractions. Various mirrored forms in music entail rule-mapping as well, although these may be more
difficult to perceive than their analogous visual symmetries. Listeners can likewise deduce additivity and
subtractivity at work in harmony, tempo, texture, pace, and dynamics. Rhythmic augmentation and
diminution, by contrast, rely on multiplication and division. The examples suggest numerous hypotheses for
experimental research.
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 Music Expectation by Cognitive Rule-Mapping
 EUGENE NARMOUR
 University of Pennsylvania
 Iterative rules appear everywhere in music cognition, creating strong ex-
 pectations. Consequently, denial of rule projection becomes an impor-
 tant compositional strategy, generating numerous possibilities for musi-
 cal affect. Other rules enter the musical aesthetic through reflexive game
 playing. Still other kinds are completely constructivist in nature and may
 be uncongenial to cognition, requiring much training to be recognized, if
 at all.
 Cognitive rules are frequently found in contexts of varied repetition
 (AA), but they are not necessarily bounded by stylistic similarity. Indeed,
 rules may be especially relevant in the processing of unfamiliar contexts
 (AB), where only abstract coding is available.
 There are many kinds of deduction in music cognition. Typical ex-
 amples include melodic sequence, partial melodic sequence, and alter-
 nating melodic sequence (which produces streaming). These types may
 coexist in the musical fabric, involving the invocation of both simulta-
 neous and nested rules.
 Intervallic expansion and reduction in melody also involve higher-
 order abstractions. Various mirrored forms in music entail rule-mapping
 as well, although these may be more difficult to perceive than their analo-
 gous visual symmetries. Listeners can likewise deduce additivity and
 subtractivity at work in harmony, tempo, texture, pace, and dynamics.
 Rhythmic augmentation and diminution, by contrast, rely on multiplica-
 tion and division. The examples suggest numerous hypotheses for ex-
 perimental research.
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 psychologists believe that humans apply rules in order to pro-
 cess certain kinds of stimuli. Recent work argues that even infants
 identify variables, devise symbolic representations, and construct generali-
 zations in order to arrive at contextual linguistic meanings (Marcus, Vijayan,
 Rao, & Vishton, 1999). Rulelike explanations permeate other scholarly
 domains as well - for example, the mathematical explanations of visual
 perspective found in representational paintings (Willats, 1998). Our con-
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 tinuing attempts to explain the precise nature of deductive reasoning and
 its pervasiveness in human life are thus not surprising. One might even say
 that the desire to discover empirical rules informs all serious intellectual
 work (Slobodkin, 1992).
 The ontological status of cognitive rules has a long and interesting his-
 tory in psychology (Nisbett, 1993, has a summary). Many have argued
 that generalized human reasoning relies more on heuristics (choice, deci-
 sion theory, judgment), category-based similarity, case-based inference, in-
 stantiated analogies (whether common or novel), or connectionist networks
 than on rules. Some antiformalists have denied the existence of abstract
 cognitive rules altogether. Even those who favor formalism (like Piaget)
 have contended that rule invocation depends more on natural cognitive
 development than on conscious learning. Whatever the truth, the evidence
 for rule-mapping seems to depend on age, domain, level, training, trans-
 ferability, pragmatic value, and context (Smith, Langston, & Nisbett,
 1993).
 In music composition, proscription by rule has been de rigueur since the
 art began. Rules governing counterpoint, orchestration, harmonic doubling,
 voice leading, and so forth appear everywhere; deconstructing their use is a
 primary activity of music analysis. Indeed, abstract syntactic rules and the
 importance of variables permeate music, a fact to which historical docu-
 ments from early music notation and music theory amply attest.
 For theorists of music cognition, however, the interest in rules is not just
 to demonstrate that the art of composition relies on proscriptions. These
 theorists want to show instead how cognitive rules channel music listening.
 Cognitive rules, for example, can underscore the specifics of musical ex-
 pectation, thereby making available numerous kinds of musical affect. They
 should be of considerable interest to psychology because they are so highly
 abstract - more so than in many other systems of communication - and as
 such, may elucidate how we process the complex temporal events that fun-
 damentally affect our emotions.
 Although rules enable mapping to proceed routinely and efficiently in
 the temporal processing of complex, novel events, music listeners are gen-
 erally unaware of thinking about cognitive rules or applying them while
 processing sound. One reason is that abstract cognitive rules, like those
 found in music, embed deeply in the memory and thus tend to operate
 unconsciously (Kihlstrom, 1987, shows that much psychological process-
 ing is subliminal). There are other reasons as well. In contrast to music, for
 example, we can visually scan an artwork as long as we wish (Arnheim,
 1969). In the visual arts, Solso (1994, p. 147) reminds us that we "think"
 painting - by which he means contemplate it - even more than we "see" it.
 Listening to music, however, affords little time for holistic reflection be-
 cause in the constant stream of stimuli each new item supplants the previ-
 ous one. Thus ordinary listeners seldom think about music's effect on the
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 mind's ear when they experience it. In fact, during music processing it is
 the composer's rather than the perceiver's use of repeated experience that
 controls the opportunity for extended reflection. Of course, music often
 prompts us to think, but because our conscious cognitive resources are
 limited, too much thinking will suppress one's musical attention and hence
 detract from the aesthetic pleasure of the experience. To observe that mu-
 sic is replete with cognitive rules is thus not to say that listeners consciously
 solve problems, verify instantiated variables, or test the pragmatic or em-
 pirical value of rule applications. Rather, the invocation of cognitive rules
 in music is automatic, serving to refine and circumstantiate the listener's
 expectations.
 Different kinds of music often involve the same kind of abstract gener-
 alization. One finds the similar iterative applications of additive, subtrac-
 tive, multiplicative, divisional, and other transformational rules in many
 different styles. Such abstractions operate across a wide spectrum. Some
 rules seem "hardwired" and thus perceptual. Others appear learned. Many
 of the former originate from the bottom up. Others clearly come from the
 top down. Some are easy to learn. Others require a good deal of training.
 Some are not congenial to cognitive rule-making at all (e.g., long passages
 of retrograde).
 In this article, we will examine how listeners may apply cognitive rules
 not only in the usual contexts of augmentation/diminution or in mirror
 transforms (symmetrical inversion, retrograde) but also in melodic sequences
 (whether full, partial, or alternating) and in systematic extensions and re-
 ductions of melodic implication. Other parameters appear amenable to
 cognitive rule-making as well (e.g., harmony, texture, tempo, pace, dynam-
 ics). As some deduced rules generate strong expectations, along the way we
 will see how these projections can be denied, delayed, or "overreached"
 and thus contribute to the aesthetic affect. We will also discuss how listen-
 ers may invoke rules purely in retrospect and enter into the musical aes-
 thetic through reflexive game playing. Finally, we will contrast natural rule-
 making with proscribed constructionism in composition.
 Following a case-based, rather than a statistical, methodology, I will
 present numerous musical instances that are plausibly theorized as rule-
 governed in terms of expectation mapping. Chosen for their clarity and
 typicality, the copious examples of music show how applications of rules
 spread across diverse stylistic populations. In addition, the examples offer
 cognitive psychologists good models from which to extrapolate experimental
 materials to test the rule-mapping hypotheses (it is hoped that the math-
 ematical formulations of the musical rules will be useful to those interested
 in computational modeling). A discussion of the issues and the reservations
 that one might have about the existence of these rules is delayed until the
 end of the article, where I will raise experimental questions about the types
 of rule-mapping seen in the figures.
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 Similarity and Rule
 Iterative cognitive rules combined with formal similarity (A0 A1) are a
 stylistic norm of tonal music, powerfully specifying the listener's expecta-
 tions. Stylistic similarity and the cognitive construction of noniterative rules
 frequently appear together as well. Because this is so, let us first distin-
 guish similarity from rule so as not to confuse them.
 Stylistic similarity involves matching attributes, weighting features, and
 aligning hierarchical structures (Gjerdingen, 1988; Narmour, 1999). a Lis-
 teners tend to make content comparisons - and thus establish similarity
 relations at the manifest level, where specific conditions of similarity -
 rather than general notions - convey meaning (see Medin, Goldstone, &
 Gentner, 1993; Pazzani, 1991). Recognition of similarity helps the per-
 ceiver construct hypotheses, categorize inputs, and process variables (Medin,
 Goldstone, & Markman, 1995; Wisniewski & Medin, 1994).
 Nevertheless, for all its importance similarity per se does not necessarily
 preclude rule-mapping. The question for any musical structure, whether
 formally similar {A A) or differentiated (AJ3), is not whether listeners de-
 duce a specifically concrete rule but whether they invoke the same type of
 abstract rule when variables change in both AA and AB conditions.2
 As we shall see, higher-order abstract generalizations carry over from
 one form to another. Many different examples will demonstrate that
 musical rules are not bounded by stylistic similarity (by A A) and that
 rule invocation is possible in formal differentiation (in AB without rep-
 etition) - for instance, in pitch-differentiated motives with additive
 rhythms or in passages with successive increments of dissonance. In
 short, even though in music stylistic repetition and iterative rule appear
 so interconnected as to be difficult to tease apart, style does not cir-
 cumscribe rule - and vice versa. Thus one must not equate or confuse
 stylistic similarity with rule.
 Sameness and Style: Exact Repetition
 Let us also not confuse stylistic sameness with rule-mapping. Stylistic
 mapping occurs without invocation of rule, as when one recognizes that an
 emerging repetition originates from, and thus represents, a generalized
 1 . Music theorists and psychologists take the concept of similarity for granted, but com-
 putational analysis demonstrates how difficult it is to formalize its attributes (see Self ridge-
 Field, 1998).
 2. Cognitive rules governing contexts like these, which often involve formal differentia-
 tion (AB), are generally more difficult for listeners to construct.
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 extraopus style structure. Listeners construct style-structural memories from
 closed forms that composers decide to replicate, either within or without a
 piece. A passage may initially appear in uniquely differentiated forms of
 AB, but once repeated, the ABAB is additionally coded as AA on the next
 level. If repeated enough, the parametric content of such patterns solidify
 in the memory as schémas, exemplars, prototypes, archetypes, models, cat-
 egories, and norms.
 In online processing, exact repetition of any type, regardless of level,
 induces a kind of built-in "rehearsal," which creates the stylistic expecta-
 tions that arise in working memory. Exact replication, however, reduces
 temporal uniqueness, assimilates what is materially variable, relegates con-
 trast into mere ornament, and therefore constructs and consolidates style.
 Purely in terms of stability, musical style is nothing more than exact repeti-
 tion.3 But for all its obviousness, style is not a trivial aspect of music; in-
 deed, the irresistibility of a given compositional style causes listeners to
 seek out similar works.
 In syntactic systems like music, the top-down schematic mapping of
 exact repetition does not depend on invoking a simplistic list of fea-
 tures. For exact repetition to be perceived, the match must sufficiently
 conform to a specifically structured network that organizes clusters of
 temporal characteristics, features, attributes, and so forth. Thus map-
 ping of exact repetition relies on elaborate frames of reference that match
 incoming signals to multidimensional properties associated with learned
 hierarchical structures in long-term memory. In terms of music theory,
 these specific top-down invocations constitute style structures (Narmour,
 1977, 1990, 1992). Such instantiations have a hierarchically specific
 core, and they map continuously onto incoming information when the
 alignment of input levels is congruent and when the input is function-
 ally congruent (see the three-dimensional representations in Narmour,
 1988 and 1999). Primed with such information in the face of repeti-
 tion, the listener will then learn to expect a continuation based on prior
 3. Of course, creating a compositional style is a cognitively complex activity be-
 cause composers must consciously decide whether, and the extent to which, replica-
 tion contributes to the overall aesthetic. But even here the unconscious mind shapes
 compositional decisions in a nontrivial way. For as a composer writes out a passage
 and hears it over and over in the mind before committing to a final version, the amount
 of tolerated repetition may change drastically. This is because a composer cannot ob-
 jectively determine whether the amount of repetition is redundant and boring or inter-
 esting and necessary to the perceptual aesthetic. Composers remain listeners while
 they create. From a compositional point of view, one cognitive pitfall is to keep repeti-
 tion at a minimum (as found, e.g., in some serial compositions); another is to have too
 much of it (as in, e.g., some minimalist or popular styles of music). Great composers
 are able to balance learned listening and novel stylistic creation within an ever-evolv-
 ing stance of self-criticism.
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 experience. Such pattern induction may be shown symbolically as follows
 (Narmour, 1991):
 A0 + sA° -> A0 (1)
 (first (second (second
 form) form) form)
 A0 + A0 -> A0 (2)
 (first (second (third
 form) form) form)
 where A0 = closed form; s = subset; and - > = implies.4 In the first formula, a
 subset (s) from the second form exactly mimics the first A0 and thus triggers
 the expectation of an exact repeat (the second form). The second equation
 follows logically from this in that once the second form is realized, the
 expectation of more exact repetition (third form) arises.
 Exact repetition - and the listener's inductive mapping of it - is so com-
 mon in music at every level that numerous musical terms exist to describe
 it. On lower levels, motivic segmenting, isorhythm, isomelody, ostinato,
 ground bass, vamp (mechanical meter), and the like are common. On middle
 levels, we find the terms echo, strophe, canon, voice exchange (Stimmtausch),
 cantus firmus, and talea (longer isorhythmic patterns). Even at the level of
 entire pieces there exist descriptive terms for exact repetition - for example,
 da capo forms (like minuet and trio).5 Passacaglia and theme and varia-
 tions, where many parametric relationships remain constant, also involve
 large amounts of exact repetition.
 The phenomenon of repetition has both fascinated and puzzled music
 theorists. Its obviousness as a compositional device seems incapable of gen-
 erating aesthetic value, yet its continuing ubiquity inherent in all styles is
 difficult to explain. Schenker (1954, p. 236) says that "repetition ... is the
 basis of music as an art" and that "it creates musical form." Curiously,
 4. The formulation in the present article, based on the implication-realization model,
 stipulates that repetition plays an integral role in expectation. Meyer (1973, p. 51) says that
 repetition leads to the expectation of change (A A -^ B) instead of repetition (A A -> A)
 because saturation sets in (Meyer, 1956, p. 152), but this leads to a contradiction because
 lots of patterns clearly imply the continuation of exact repetition (e.g., a ground bass).
 Meyer solves the contradiction by invoking context (1973, p. 51). The solution argued in
 the implication-realization model is that AA implying A is a result of hard-wired, bottom-
 up processing, whereas AA implying B is a factor of top-down processing, that is to say, of
 stylistic learning (see Narmour, 1991).
 5. To be sure, exact repetition is also implicated in return forms - sonata, rondo, sonata
 rondo, rounded binary, etc. However, return forms belong to a different discussion. The
 focus in this article is on contiguous repetitions. I have omitted reference to contrapuntal
 processes such as fugue, invention, chorale prelude, etc. because contiguous repetitions may
 or may not follow at the octave. Of course, listeners map exact repetition even in imitation
 to the extent that parametric relationships remain constant.
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 some of his followers claim that repetition "tends to create monotony rather
 than formal interest" (Salzer, 1962, p. 236) and that it is "of no signifi-
 cance in formal analysis" (Green, 1965, p. 80). Others have declared
 repetition's meaning to reside in parallel construction and symmetry (Berry,
 1966, p. 51). The formulation invoked in the present study is based on the
 implication-realization model (Narmour, 1991), which insists that because
 exact repetition causes listeners to map learned expectation, its denial is an
 essential component of musical affect.
 Varied Repetition and Rule-Mapping
 In addition to mapping stylistic repetition, listeners encounter incoming
 material that only partly matches the learned model. When complex input
 goes against the current mapping of exact repetition, the listener deletes the
 information irrelevant to the task and begins restructuring his or her ex-
 pectation (Sadler & Shoben, 1993). Analytically, we must therefore distin-
 guish varied repetition from stylistic replication. The difference between
 model and varied copy involves an asymmetric judgment because in such
 contrasts people perceive differentiated features as more heavily weighted
 than common ones (Goldstone, 1993). This "feature bias" occurs because
 the structural and functional properties shared between compared forms
 cause differentiated elements to spring to the fore. Although the closer the
 relational match the more the common properties will lead to the percep-
 tion of formal sameness, any variation will tend to appear more salient
 (Medin et al., 1995). In the symbol string A°AX we see two As whose fea-
 tures are structurally identical (save for position), but the different super-
 scripts leap even more to the eye. Because in music temporal position does
 matter - true similarity not being a transitive relationship (Tversky, 1977,
 p. 329) - we must symbolize dissimilarity. Thus in addition to the symbols
 of A0 A0 for exact formal repetition, I shall use the symbols A0 A1 for varied
 repetition.
 In certain A°A1s the listener may cognitively understand, albeit uncon-
 sciously, that the variance itself (the superscript 1) is rule-governed. That
 is, the varied part of a given repetition may invoke an organizing rule.
 Specifically, an A1 following an initial A0 may cause listeners to compre-
 hend the dissimilarity in terms of a top-down, rule-mapped expectation.
 This occurs independently of the bottom-up processing taking place and
 separate from the exact stylistic repetition that occurs. That is, deductive
 rule-mapping is separate from that part of the first A that the second A
 replicates and prospectively triggers the inductive non-rule-mapping of the
 pattern. All other things being equal, the occurrence of A0 + A0 will gener-
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 ally imply to the listener another A0 (Narmour, 1991 ).6 But humans do not
 just associate varied patterns according to learned gradients of similarity
 (Pinker, 1999, p. 40) because the variant itself may entail the expectation
 of more variance according to rule. Symbologically:
 A0 + A1 -> A2 (3)
 where the As refer to the exact repetition and the change in superscripts
 represents the invoked rule. Observe the feedback between the two: repeti-
 tion constrains the rule, but rule also constrains the repetition (see Jones,
 1990).
 The Sequence: A Simple Cognitive Rule
 A typical example of both deduction and induction is the musical se-
 quence. Sequential transpositions constitute the more popular melodic pat-
 terns in tonal music because once listeners deduce the rule they can project
 the ongoing mapping at new pitch levels and join in the musical play, as it
 were. In measure 2 of Figure 1, for instance, the zigzagging reversal struc-
 ture [R~] at the quarter-note level occurs four times. Formally, the
 zigzaggings, the motions from large to small interval, the implied tonic
 harmony, and the metric-durational patterning produce sameness
 (A0A°A0A°) and thus strong stylistic induction. But there is a dissimilar
 property to these forms as well - the sequencing of each motive along a
 triadic assent (A0 A1 A2 A3; see the reduction underneath). There is also some
 variation in scale step and interval - the larger ascending skips mixing fifths
 and sixths, and the smaller descending ones mixing thirds, fourths, and
 seconds.7 (Note also how the length of the ensuing motives increases; the
 reversals [R~] span quarter notes; the differentiated processes [P] take two
 quarter notes, and the final dyad [2] lasts a whole bar; we shall discuss
 6. For this reason, an AAB form is effective because B is a surprise. "All other things
 being not equal" is, of course, a style where AAB is a norm (as in late eighteenth- and early
 nineteenth-century music). Because in this invoked style A A is heard to imply B, rather than
 A, a form of AAA can itself be a source of surprise.
 7. When discriminating short, relatively contiguous, novel tonal transpositions, there is
 evidence to show that listeners find contour more easily remembered than exact interval or
 even scale step (Dowling, 1978, 1991; Dowling & Fujitani, 1971; Dowling, Kwak, &
 Andrews, 1995). Some say closely related keys enhance this effect (e.g., Bartlett & Dowling,
 1980; Watkins, 1985) unless the time span between comparisons is relatively long (Dowling
 & Bartlett, 1981); in such cases pitch and interval seem to be more important than contour
 (Edworthy, 1985). Other evidence seems to show that the effects of key distance in identify-
 ing sequence are small (e.g., Takeuchi & Hulse, 1992; van Egmond, Povel, & Maris, 1996).
 Whatever the truth, diatonicity is a powerful organizer of sequential similarity even when
 exact intervals are not preserved, provided the transposition is not too great (Frances, 1957/
 1988, van Egmond et al., 1996).
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 Fig. 1. A simple sequence based on a triadic structure. Beethoven, Sonata op. 13
 ("Pathétique"), III, mm. 18-19 (Allegro). R~= prospective reversal of large to small inter-
 val; P° = process of similar intervals; (R°) = retrospective reversal of similar intervals; 2 =
 dyad (two-note group); (i) = implicative from the first tone of the dyad.
 later how this kind of successive formal lengthening involves rule-map-
 ping.)
 Listeners map the exact repetition of this utterly typical passage with
 little effort, and once the sequential variation gets underway, they also hear
 that intervallic and scale-step variation follows the implied triadic ascent at
 the higher level (second staff). Thus, while processing measure 2, there can
 exist the unconscious invocation of a specific rule as well: "Expect the
 tones of each repeated reversal structure to transpose up a diatonic third or
 fourth, consistent with the implied F-minor chord." Of course, to invoke
 the rule the listener must ( 1 ) perceive that the initial subset of the second
 form (sA1) is similar and fundamentally analogous to the beginning of the
 first one (sA°), (2) abstractly code the variables of A1 so as to access the
 relevant rule, and (3) then apply the rule to project the sequential continu-
 ation.
 Translating the terms into abstract variables, we can formulate a more
 general syntactic rule for measure 2: "Expect to add an interval of transpo-
 sition to each tone of each subsequent melodic structure after recognizing
 the start of the implied repetition." Inasmuch as natural-language rules are
 cumbersome, we may more economically code this rule in formalized sym-
 bols, where A0 and T represent the input and S and A1 the output:
 A0 + Tn(sA°) -> Sn (A0) = A1 (4)
 Specifically, A0 is the initial form; T the transposition; n the interval of
 transposition represented in half steps and bounded by a perfect fourth:
 Gn{l,2,3,4,5}; small s, the triggering subset; ->, the implication; capital S,
 the sequence; and A1, the varied form that listeners expect as a result of
 unconsciously mapping a rule of sequence. The constraint of five half-steps
 (a perfect fourth) is necessary because experimental data show that dis-
 tance of transposition is correlated with degree of perceived similarity (van
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 Egmond et al., 1996; van Egmond & Povel, 1996).8 Such rules are prob-
 ably represented topologically in the memory rather than coded sequen-
 tially (Gattis &c Holyoak, 1996). Listeners apply them automatically (and
 probably within milliseconds).
 Transposed sequences occur on all levels. They span beats, motives,
 subphrases, phrases, sections, or even larger formal units. The specific tem-
 poral frame constrains the expectation. An abstract rule is, as Jones (1990,
 p. 194) says, "linked to a listener's sensitivity to the temporal properties of
 events." Experienced listeners can also learn to estimate and thus antici-
 pate the number of times a pattern will sequence because number of repeti-
 tions seems to be correlated with length. One finds in the music of Scarlatti,
 for example, diatonic transpositions at the beat or half-beat level that re-
 peat from 10 to 20 times. In the music of Mozart, sequences that are two
 beats long rarely repeat more than eight times, whereas sequences that last
 two to four bars repeat only a few times. Chopin may sequence an entire
 eight-bar phrase, but usually just once. In the music of Bruckner, which is
 full of elaborate contrapuntal sequences, phrase-length patterns (four or
 more bars) rarely sequence more than three or four times. The longest se-
 quence that I know occurs in the development of the first movement of
 Schumann's Fourth Symphony, where, with a few harmonic deviations, an
 entire formal section of 72 bars sequences up a minor third. Although sat-
 isfying the analytical definition, it seems highly unlikely, however, that lis-
 teners would construe such a lengthy transposition as a mere sequence.
 Indeed, storing two 72-bar passages (A0 A1 ) and then projecting a third one
 (A2) according to a derived rule is probably cognitively impossible. Thus
 the sequential relationship in the Schumann case is purely analytic, a com-
 positional construction.
 Listeners can learn to anticipate the pitch distances of transpositions as
 well. Sequences based on seconds, thirds, and fourths, are common, whereas
 those built on fifths, sixths and sevenths are not.9 Indeed, when we hear a
 8. Because in the implication-realization model (Narmour, 1990, 1992) small intervals
 imply processive continuation and large ones reversal, higher-level sequences built on inter-
 vals larger than a perfect fifth will tend to attenuate the expectation of continuation because
 in terms of the model large intervals at higher levels imply reversal of registral direction. A
 repetitive context surrounding large, higher-level leaps will nevertheless weaken the rever-
 sal implication because formal sameness (A°+ A1) is not congruent with implications of
 reversal, which are built on differentiated pitches (a + b).
 9. Listeners do not normally hear single notes as transpositions, that is, do not conceive
 of an ascending skip of C-A as a C transposed up a sixth. But we do hear octave transfers
 (one tone taken up or down an interval of 12 half-steps). Because an identification of octave
 equivalence stems directly from bottom-up processing, the octave does not ordinarily ini-
 tiate rule-mapping. For this reason, when we hear motives transposed up or down an oc-
 tave, we tend to construe them as nearly exact repetitions (perhaps as "echoes") rather than
 as sequential implications (indeed, music theorists rarely speak of octave sequences). But if
 three or more contiguous motivic transpositions by octave occur, one might indeed hear
 them as sequential realizations, but then only retrospectively.
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 Fig. 2. Ornamented change without rule. Purcell, Air (miscellaneous pieces for harpsichord),
 mm. 1-3. R"= prospective reversal of large to small interval.
 pattern sequenced a sixth away, we tend not to expect another transposi-
 tion a sixth away. That is because large intervals at higher levels imply
 reversal, as Figure 2 shows. In other words, although we may perceive a
 formal transposition (Tn), if n is too large, we will not project a sequential
 continuation (Sn).
 The formal similarity in Figure 2 caused simply by ornamentation -
 symbolized with superscripted letters as Aa Ba Ab Bh - is not rule-governed.10
 In such contexts of varied repetition, the manifest level is differentiated
 (ornamented), but the higher-level structure remains the same. As we shall
 see in Figure 13, however, higher-level changes can be rule-governed (A1'2)
 while lower, ornamented ones nest inside (Aa'b).
 Figure 3 illustrates in Baroque music how pervasive mono-motivic re-
 production can be. In measure 1 to the first beat of measure 2 we find
 much sequential repetition (the structural P°-(R°)s nest within the higher-
 level (R°)s, and the P°-P°s lie within the higher-level (R+)s). In measure 2
 melodic and harmonic sequences join together on each beat, again in linear
 fashion (see the reductions). In measure 3 the sequential processing ap-
 pears at the half-bar level, in a contrapuntal texture of voice exchange
 (zigzagging in both voices). Descending linear patterns (large notes) now
 occur at the two-beat level (treble: Ctt-B-A; bass: E-D-Ctt). The multiple
 linear sequences on beats (A0' l> 2' 3; 3' 4' 5) thus culminate in a concluding
 sequence of two beats (B0'1). An informal melodic rule would thus be some-
 thing like, "Expect to add descending diatonic seconds at the beginning of
 each repetition." Again in abstract symbols: A0 + Tn(sA°) -> Sn(A°) = A1,
 10. In the case of a tonal sequence at a perfect fifth, the interval sometimes reverses
 direction or continues to a fourth, in the latter creating a repetition that spans an octave.
 Once realized, such a sequence sounds more like a return at the octave rather than a con-
 tinuing sequential implication (see, e.g., the first three bars of the second movement of
 Haydn's Piano Sonata in B, H. XVI:52; the movement in question is actually in E major).
 According to the implication-realization model, the variable implication of a melodic per-
 fect fifth on whatever level is due to its "threshold property." Subdividing the octave, the
 interval can imply either a weak reversal or a weak continuation. For this reason a higher-
 or lower-level melodic implication of the perfect fifth is context dependent.
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 Fig. 3. Complex sequences based on the same motive. Bach, Prelude 14, Well-Tempered
 Clavier, 1, mm. 1-3. P° = process of similar intervals; (R°) = retrospective reversal of similar
 intervals; (R+) = retrospective reversal of small to large interval.
 where A0 represents the mapping, T the transpositional rule of the subset
 (s), and S and A1 the sequential output.
 Bach's prelude is suffused with many sequential motives, some toe-tap-
 ping 61 of them in fact. Throughout the piece, the procedure of sequence-
 sequence . . . cadence is reproduced numerous times, creating forms of AA
 . . . B. The sequential repetitions (A0^1 . . .) are highly processive and move
 the music constantly forward. One suspects that many listeners delight in
 Baroque music because of the mock competitive play between perceiver
 and composer: "Iterate the sequential rule and accurately predict Bach's
 musical intentions!"
 Sequence and Alternating Segments
 One good way for composers to ensure that listeners get aesthetic plea-
 sure is to select only segments of preestablished forms for repetition. These
 subsets can be subjected to cognitive rule and thus create partial sequences.
 As in full sequences, the aesthetic of partial sequence relies on denied map-
 ping. That is, its affect depends on the deduction of a transpositional rule
 (Tn[sA0]) whose implied application is thwarted.
 Partial reproduction of exact repetition alternated with partial sequence
 is found everywhere in music and needs only a little exemplification here.
 Obeying the earlier transpositional rule (A0 + Tn(sA°) . . .), Figure 4 begins
 with a normal sequence on the second beat of measure 1 (A0^1). Two new
 motives (B°C°) interrupt the rule-based expectation of a third sequence in
 measure 2 - first a descending process of B-A-G-D (P in the B°-part; see
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 Fig. 4. Segmented sequences. Bach, Fugue 15, Well-Tempered Clavier, 1, mm. 1-4. P° =
 process of similar intervals; (R°) = retrospective reversal of similar intervals; P+ = prospec-
 tive process of small to large interval; 7 = dyad (two-note group).
 "what might have been" in the lower staff) and then an ascending dyadic
 leap of a D-C seventh (7, the C°-part). The first three notes of measure 3
 reproduce most of the B° of measure 2, but instead of the expected down-
 ward leap learned earlier (P°), we get a linear variant (P°; see the lower
 staff; the BOa above the staff symbolizes both the rule-mapping and the
 ornamental variation). The continuing step to Ft is a surprise because it
 interrupts the exact mapping. Note that the C is not only slightly "late";
 the differentiated form (J3°+ C° following A0^1), which ultimately descends
 to B, leads the listener to dismiss the continuing expectation of ascent (that
 G-A-B-C will rise to D; see the reduction).
 More surprising on the second beat in measure 3 is the leap of the as-
 cending seventh Fl-E, which sequences the D-C of measure 2 a major third
 higher. However, the high E of this sequence is even more unexpected than
 the analogously high C in measure 2. Of course, the listener does eventu-
 ally experience a D on the downbeat of measure 4, but that results from a
 realization of the reversal implication embodied in the Fl-E leap.
 The rhythmic mapping that "should" follow the leap and the reversal on
 the D in measure 4 - more eighth-notes - is interrupted by a surprising re-
 turn to the opening sixteenth-note rhythm. In turn, the new melodic mo-
 tive of measure 4 leads to a partial sequence brought about by the four-
 sixteenth notes that descend downward (on beat 2, bracketed).
 Such are the fascinating alternations of exactly mapped repetition, se-
 quence, and denied sequence in Bach's fugue subjects.
 Partial Sequences of One or Two Tones: Bifurcated Streams
 Sequences seem to involve rules that operate above the manifest level.
 Such high-level structuring of expectations is so common, however, that
 the theory of their being governed by cognitive rule may appear superflu-
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 ous. Would not the very frequency of sequences just make them style-struc-
 tural instances of simple mapping per se? Could not listeners rely just on
 case-based variation to project sequential continuation? Is it not possible
 that we simply hear sequences as patterns moving in aural space on some
 kind of inborn grid such that no rule invocation is necessary? Do we not
 just reason analogically from one sequence to another?
 To answer these questions, consider the zigzagging subject of the Bach
 invention in Figure 5a. On close inspection, we see here that the applicable
 rule is not just transposed replication, as it was in Figures 1, 3, and 4.
 Instead, in Figure 5a, sequence involves rule iteration applied to segments
 alternating with mappings of exact registral return. Specifically: "Expect
 after each ascending interval an exact registral return (or retrograde) that
 Fig. 5. Partial, one-note sequences, (a) Bach, Two-part Invention no. 8, mm. 1-2; aba, aca =
 exact registral return; (b) Dvorak, Symphony no. 9, IV, mm. 1-5 (Allegro con fuoco); (c)
 Grieg, Suite from Peer Gynt, Anitra's Dance, mm. 15-18 (Tempo di Mazurka); (d) Brahms,
 Symphony No. 2, 1 (Allegro non troppo), mm. 17-26.
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 returns to the initial tone, and transpose every other ascending tone so as
 to increase the size of the interval in a manner consistent with the chord
 tones of the implied tonic harmony."
 The rule of sequence, in other words, is partially applied only to ascend-
 ing tones. Thus, unlike full sequences, partial sequences do not involve
 higher-level expectations. Instead, the rule governs low-level elements -
 like the series of items investigated by Restle (1970) and Simon (1972) (for
 a convenient summary, see Jones, 1974). Nevertheless, in abstract symbols,
 the rule for partial sequence is the same as full sequence except that the
 transposed intervals of A0 involve a subset (s) of the form:
 A° + Tn(s2A°)^Sn(s2A°)=A1 (5)
 (where only the second tone [s2] of the form is transposed).
 Because here partial sequence alternates with simple retrograde, a cer-
 tain amount of repetition is necessary to "prime" the rule-based expecta-
 tion. The first dyad [3] creates the model. The subset of A1 that follows - in
 this case, the exact registral return of the pitch F - plus the transposition of
 the second subset (the expansion up to C) imply an iterated, sequential
 expansion on every other tone. The repeated Fs function as an axis of sym-
 metry, while only the second tone of each leap sequences. The initial tone
 (creating the retrograde), reproduced exactly (aoa°a0), consolidates the style,
 whereas the leaped-to variables (b, c, d) iteratively increase intervallic size
 while creating formal similarity (A0 A1 A2). When the zigzagging breaks on
 the high F (m. 2) and rapidly descends the scale, the denial of the iterative
 alternation gives aesthetic pleasure (the unexpected imitation in the lower
 voice contributes to the affect; in some sense it realizes the expected return
 to a low F, albeit an octave below). In short, measure 1 of Bach's melody
 makes the prolongation of the tonic chord a highly interesting event.
 Music theorists have long recognized alternating patterns of intervallic
 increment. Toch (1977, p. 125) says that the reiterated tones in patterns
 like this function as axes, fulcrums, or pivots. Meyer (1989) concentrates
 on the change in pitch and speaks about the compositional phenomenon of
 intervallic "stretching." In psychology the bifurcated streaming that results
 from such patterns is a well-known aural phenomenon (Bregman, 1990).
 All such patterns employ a kind of "rubber sheet" technique, not unlike
 the topological exaggerations found in satirical cartoons (Willats, 1998).
 The main point, however, is that listeners can cognitively rule-map sequence
 to partial segments (subsets) of a melody and therefore accurately project
 variability in pitch, just as they do when confronted with whole-pattern
 sequencing.
 Figure 5b-d illustrates other instances of partial sequence, where vari-
 ous subsets of patterns serve as the iterated variables. Like Figure 5a, mea-
 sure 4 of Figure 5b sequences only the second note, whereas in Figure 5c
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 the listener tracks a two-tone segment, which bifurcates down and away
 from the initial registral axis on B. Here the iterative rule is something like,
 "Expect to hold the first tone constant while projecting a chromatic se-
 quence on the second and third tones." Symbolically: A0 + Tn(s2,3A0) - >
 Sn(s2,3A°) = A1. Figure 5d, in contrast, shows a minimal one-tone sequence
 (as in Figure 5a-b) before shifting into regular sequential zigzagging. (Other
 rules are present in these examples as well - the halving of durations in m.
 4 of Figure 5b and the hemiola with complete sequences at the end of
 Figure 5d; I shall return to these types of rule-governed cognition later.)
 As a compositional device, partial sequencing may seem somewhat mecha-
 nistic. But because it implies repetition simultaneously with rule applica-
 tion, it sets up the same kind of aesthetic possibilities for interruption and
 delay, as in any continuation. Consider the partial sequences in Figure 6a-
 e, from the Quintet of Strauss's opera Ariadne auf Naxos. Here the vari-
 ables subjected to rule are again single tones. The initial pattern (Figure 6a)
 involves three intervals (M2, M3, P4), and numerous recurrences of this
 zigzagging repetition cause the listener to learn to expect three iterated
 Fig. 6. Partial, one-note sequences varied for aesthetic affect. Strauss, five related motives
 from Ariadne auf Naxos, act 2, between rehearsal letters 79-100 (Andante mosso).
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 increments in the melodies. Hence stylistic repetition suppresses any expec-
 tation that the intervals will expand further.
 However, after several repetitions, Strauss takes the Leitmotif further, to
 the interval of a fifth (Figure 6b). He then expands the terminal melodic
 interval in surprising ways, to a sixth (Figure 6c), a seventh (Figure 6d),
 and, finally, an octave (Figure 6e). Accordingly, during the Quintet listen-
 ers revise their originally learned expectations (that the melody will span
 only a third). The rule learned for Figure 6a-c would be something like,
 "Expect the terminal note of each form (A) to sequence upward by step or
 third with the initial tone returning to the starting register at each repeti-
 tion." But for Figure 6d-e the revised rule would be, "Expect the terminal
 note of each form (A) to sequence triadically once the step wise sequence is
 broken (while continuing to expect return to the initial register)." Thus
 what could be a mechanistic compositional device becomes in Strauss's
 masterful hands a source of developing affective delight. (To aid in learning
 the style of the melody, the Prologue, actually written after the opera, in-
 troduces this Leitmotif to the audience no less than 13 times, although not
 in the intervallically systematic way heard in the Quintet.)
 Rachmaninoff's cantata, The Bells, is another work that makes exten-
 sive use of one-note sequencing (here the rule governs descending inter-
 vals). The passage first appears in the coda to the first movement (Figure
 7a), where partial sequencing occurs before a full sequence moves the pat-
 tern down by structural thirds (with some intervallic change toward the
 end; see the reduction). Hence the listener hears the partial sequence nested
 within the full sequence. Figure 7b illustrates the transformation of the
 same Leitmotif in the second movement. Varied repetition (mm. 1-5), dimi-
 nution (m. 6), and successive augmentations (mm. 8 and 9) prepare the
 advent of the theme proper (Figure 7c). The theme, which permeates the
 whole third movement, is sequenced upward, twice (in mm. 18 and 22; in
 the middle of the third movement the Leitmotif returns in another guise, as
 an ostinato).11
 Figure 8 requires listeners to invoke the same rule except that here, fol-
 lowing an exact repetition, the alternating sequential operation applies to
 different registral directions so that two diverging streams emerge. Con-
 structing the rule is made cognitively easier by the clearly implied harmonic
 context: "Following the mapping of exact intervallic repetition (A°A°), ex-
 pect bifurcated successions of sequential lines that alternate stepwise mo-
 tion in contrasting registral directions, iterated according to the voice lead-
 ing of the implied chromatic harmony." As before, near registral return
 (abaV . . . ) underscores the melody of two separate lines. Note that the
 11. The partial sequences of Figure 7 and the theme itself bear a strong affinity to the
 Dies Irae melody, which figures strongly in the last movement's preoccupation with death.
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 Fig. 7. Partial sequences nested in regular sequences. Rachmaninov, The Bells; (a) rehearsal
 letter 25 (coda), I (Meno mosso, Maestoso); (b) ibid., II, mm. 1-10 (Lento); (c) ibid., II,
 mm. 13-24 (Lento).
 octave that ends the sequencing appears in rhythmic augmentation (we
 will later see a similar closural change in m. 3 of Figure 10a and in m. 4 of
 the antecedent phrase of Figure 13).
 Returning to the questions posed at the beginning of this section: De-
 spite their very considerable stylistic contrasts, Figures 5-8 are all alike in
 terms of rule (so are Figures 9-12). Learned mapping alone does not ad-
 equately account for this fact. Although it is plausible to imagine a com-
 plete sequence as an example of case-based expectation when the variation
 remains largely the same as the model, it is difficult to believe that simple
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 Fig. 8. Alternating one-note sequences. Bach, Organ fugue in E minor, BWV45S, mm. 1-4.
 mapping constitutes a sufficient explanation when variation selectively ex-
 pands certain intervals by an operation of addition that was not present in
 the initial model. As we have seen, the higher-order rules of partial se-
 quence carry over from one instance to the next. Once we abstract the rule
 of partial sequence, we are able to systematize many stylistically different
 pieces efficiently under one rubric. Where possible, our cognitive mecha-
 nisms appear to codify diverse expectations at some very high level accord-
 ing to a single abstract rule.
 Alternating Sequential Applications
 Just as listeners are able to use abstract rules to map formal variation
 accurately, so they can also variously apply rules when discontiguously
 alternating sequences occur. In the solo violin sonata of Figure 9a, one
 melody separates into two, the top one sequencing by ascending thirds, the
 bottom voice descending by the same interval. Theorists call melodies like
 this "compound," referring to the fact that both composers and listeners
 conceive such passages as independent (though related) melodies. One rule
 variously governs both lines (formal alternation accompanies the expected
 repetitions; As are followed by Bs). With the repeat of the successively
 rising and falling patterns, the listener confidently predicts the separate
 continuations according to the following rule: "Expect bifurcated lines in
 contrasting registral directions with separate sequences that mirror each
 other." When the last rising line continues the scale upward (m. 4) and
 breaks the stylistic sequential mapping, the listener experiences an exhila-
 rating change (C).
 Alternating rule applications can apply to partial segments as well. In
 Figure 9b, listeners anticipate that each of the bifurcated lines follows a
 sequential rule and hence alternates the stylistic mapping. The melodic line
 of the main motive - doubled in the alto and the bass - descends in a quasi-
 sequence (As) accompanied by a sequential melodic rise (Bs). Together,
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 Fig. 9. Alternating full sequences, (a) Bach, Violin sonata in B minor, 9 (Double), mm. 14-
 18; (b) Rachmaninov, Prelude op. 23 no. 5, mm. 12-14 (Alia marcia); (c) ibid., mm. 78-80.
 these contrasting sequences - one linear, the other triadic - create a strong
 contrary motion. The listener constructs a stylistic rule-map that predicts
 the widening harmonic intervals. For each stepwise descent in the main
 melody, the continuously rising triadic line in the accompaniment ensures
 the perception of an organized zigzagging (until the cadence), in spite of
 the nonsequential harmony (i-III-ii-V).
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 In Figure 9c, which is toward the end of the same piece, the large jumps
 of the descending motives (Cs) this time produce a compound melody. Al-
 though we find in the stylistic repetition bifurcated contrapuntal lines, con-
 trary voice leading is not the whole explanation. The vaulting tones of the
 main motive follow their own rule-governed partial sequence. The soprano
 ascends by step (At-A-Bt) until the pattern is broken at the cadence, while
 those of the bass descend in accord with the harmonic progression. The
 listener cognitively deduces that the intervals between the two lines of the
 similar motives involve melodic rules that stipulate a growing space be-
 tween the initial and terminal tones (the accompaniment this time - the B-
 part - is not part of the sequence).
 Cognitive Rule and Art: Denied, Delayed, and Overreached
 Intervallic Expansion
 We tend to think of rule-mapping and aesthetic production as contradic-
 tory outputs, the one precluding the other. Rule is common and matter of
 fact, art is individualistic and fanciful. In music, however, rule and expecta-
 tion are frequently correlated. Thus denial or delay of a projected rule can
 produce a strong affect. The implied intervals in the undulating patterns of
 Figures 6 and 9a-c, seen earlier, systematically increased in size. The for-
 mal similarity made it easy for listeners to apply relatively simple cognitive
 rules of expanded intervallic motion in order to project the continuation
 accurately. Partial sequences, however, can result in partial realizations. A
 delay of an expected interval along with formal change can occur while the
 zigzagging registral return (aba) continues. Partial realization may over-
 reach the implied intervallic expansion. Both delay and overreach may oc-
 cur together. All contribute to the melodic aesthetic.
 Consider the famous oboe solo of Figure 10a from the second move-
 ment of Brahms's First Symphony. Here the pattern to be repeated begins
 on beat 3 of measure 2. Each undulation expands the initial interval of the
 motive while returning to the starting registral pitch (CI) and holding fast
 to the terminal segment of Bt-Dft. Thus Cf-Df (the M2 of A0) is replaced by
 Ct-E (the m3 of A1) which itself is replaced by Ctt-Gtt (the P5 of A2). Thus we
 find a rule of intervallic expansion via partial sequence within a triadic
 framework (recall also Figure 5a). The two eighth notes of the octave on
 beat 3 of measure 3 break the repetition, but the listener's rule-governed
 expectation is partly realized because, had the sixteenth-notes continued,
 the high Ctt would have followed anyway (see the reduction). Hence the
 esthetic effect of the high Ctt, occurring one sixteenth "too late," depends
 on B's denial of the formal implication (A0 A1 A2 -» A3), which momentarily
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 Fig. 10. Alternating partial sequences, (a) Brahms, Symphony No. 1, II (Andante sostenuto),
 mm. 39-43; (b) ibid., I, mm. 29-32 (Un poco sostenuto).
 interrupts the partial sequencing before realizing the triadic expectation.
 (One notes a similar use of the durationally cumulative octave in Figure 8.)
 The no-less-famous oboe solo from the introduction of the first move-
 ment of the same piece follows a similar procedure (Figure 10b), although
 here a subtle division between the expected ongoing registral change and
 the expected intervallic expansion shapes the denial. The zigzagging con-
 tinues throughout the phrase (A0 A1 A2, bottom staff), but because the chord
 moves to the tonic on the downbeat of measure 2, the listener projects a
 new partial sequence, one that involves triadic expansion (B°Bl, bottom
 staff). This continues as expected until the stylistic break on the low D, the
 last eighth note of measure 2, where two octaves now ensue to create a full
 sequence (C°C\ upper staff). The rule making, however, does not end com-
 pletely with this sequential change because of the constant eighth notes
 and the predictable registral zigzagging. Hence listeners hear the mildly
 dissonant high D (downbeat, m. 3) as a slight overreach, a "wrong-pitch"
 realization of intervallic expansion despite the full sequence established by
 the octaves. In short, the high, dissonant D's aesthetic affect results from
 both the continuing registral zigzagging and the overreached realization.
 Continued formal similarity is not the only context where listeners feel
 the momentary denial of rule-governed increment. Indeed, we find delayed
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 realizations throughout tonal style in many kinds of formally differenti-
 ated patterns. Consider Figure 1 la, a typical case where realized expansion
 with a specifically implied triadic increment occurs as expected (bottom
 staff). A partial sequence expands the beginning interval of the initial mo-
 tives, while the last four notes of the A0 A1 (A-G-Ft-E) remain constant. As
 the harmony changes, the syncopated third motive (A2-B) breaks off the
 exact repetition. But a C surprisingly takes the leap up to a high G (m. 3),
 hence renewing the intervallic expansion that the formal differentiation
 was about to make the listener forget. The rapid sixteenths of D differenti-
 ate the rhythm further. Nevertheless, the unexpected, almost two-octave
 leap to the high D (E) mimics the rule-governed style established earlier.
 What we see is that rules governing partial sequence are strong enough to
 be cognitively relevant even when formal differentiation (C, D, E) and a
 considerably delayed realization take place (note also the successive halv-
 ing of motivic length in m. 3; I shall return to this procedure later).
 Although much more dramatic, Figure lib is nonetheless highly similar
 in procedure to Figure lia; indeed, it also trades on the same techniques of
 delay and overreaching seen earlier in Figure 10b (Mahler learned more
 from Brahms than scholars generally acknowledge). The initial motive
 employs a typical melodic strategy of romantic composition where the af-
 fect of the denial is maintained throughout: Imply a linear ascent but then
 Fig. 11. Alternating partial sequences with aesthetic denial, (a) Haydn, Sonata for piano,
 H.XVI:39, III, mm. 31-36 (Prestissimo); (b) Mahler, Symphony no. 4, III, mm. 205-210
 (Leidenschaftlich und etwas dràngend).
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 skip to a dissonant tone such that its implied resolution in the opposite
 registral direction strengthens the expectation of a delayed realization. Fol-
 lowing this strategy, Mahler exactly repeats the first three tones of the A-
 motive while sequencing its last three tones. This increases the size of the
 leap from a minor third to a tritone (with a perfect-fifth grace note inter-
 posed), and it sets up the rule-governed expectation that the established
 intervallic expansion will continue (as it does). A segment of the reversing
 leap in the third motive (one half of A2) repeats, delaying the projected
 increment, which nevertheless eventually takes place (m. 5). But unlike the
 octave overreach seen earlier in Figure 10b, here the vaulting leap is ex-
 travagant, a dramatic fifteenth (octave plus a major seventh). The stretch
 goes way beyond that projected by the rule while augmenting the rhythm
 (and thus symbolized as A3>a). Another variation brings the pent-up pas-
 sion to a further augmented climax (A4>b).12
 Of course, partial sequence can be denied altogether. For just as two
 ascending melodic pitches like C-D (a0 + a1) may not continue upward as
 expected, so implied continuations based on A0 A1 forms of partial sequence
 may not be realized either (Narmour, 1996). We have already seen this in
 connection with the complete sequences of Figure 4, where a B form inter-
 rupted two As. Figure 12a illustrates the possibility of complete denial in
 the partial sequence, where on the basis of A0 A1 the listener formulates a
 rule of partial sequence and projects a third form only for it not to be
 realized. In measure 3 Franck sequences the opening skip of the fourth (F-
 Bl>) to a skip of a sixth (F-Dl>), but then with the return of the F-Bt he denies
 that expectation (that the leap will expand triadically to an octave; see the
 reduction). Such denial of stylistic expectation - where only model (A0)
 and varied repetition (A1) occur - is utterly common.
 Interestingly enough, in the last movement of the same symphony (Fig-
 ure 12b), Franck again expands the fourth to a sixth and then interrupts it
 (see mm. 5-6 and 7-8). However, unlike the example from the second
 movement (12a), here motivic realization of the implied expansion even-
 tually occurs in the course of developing the theme (mm. 13-19): The fourth
 moves to a perfect fifth, a major sixth, and finally, via motivic segmenta-
 tion, to an unanticipated and somewhat surprising octave (the listener ex-
 pects a minor seventh). The descending eighth-note filling-in of the inter-
 vals, mimicking measures 5-6 of Figure 12a, thus not only transforms the
 12. Figure lib is Mahler's most dramatic development of this Leitmotive, which per-
 vades the entire movement. The first time it appears (mm. 67-70), segmented repetition
 stops the expansion. The second time (mm. 84-90), the large and surprising skip at the
 end of the melody occurs, but in a lower register. The fourth time (mm. 298-304), the
 motive appears pianissimo with some augmentation and thus does not climax. The
 fifth and last time (mm. 326-338), the huge skip is rhythmically augmented and con-
 sonant.
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 Fig. 12. Denied and then realized partial sequence. Franck, Symphony in D minor, II, mm.
 17-24 (Allegretto); (b) ibid, III, mm. 7-26.
 theme but also links both movements together and prepares a reprise of
 the second movement's theme in the final movement.
 Obviously, tonal composers exploit both realizations and denials of par-
 tial sequence. The fact that both procedures occur everywhere in tonal style
 is a function of their being firmly grounded in the rule-mapping processes
 of human cognition.
 Form, Cadential Closure, and the Sequence
 Sequences produce a cognitive and aesthetic effect on music listening
 that the word "transposition," which only describes the compositional
 operation, does not account for. Melodic sequences, for example, have
 implicative, formal, and rule-governed lives that can operate independently
 of, and thus lie noncongruent against, harmonic motion. For this reason,
 in music analysis melodic sequences cannot be reduced to harmonic pro-
 gressions. Indeed, it is often the noncongruence between melody and har-
 mony that engages listeners - as if two independent activities were present.
 Melodic activity involves formal repetition, implicative projection, and rule;
 in contrast, harmonic activity is through-composed, ongoing, and processive.
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 Fig. 13. Effect of sequence on closure. Mozart, Sonata K. 281, III, mm. 1-8 (Allegro). 2 =
 dyad (two-note group).
 In this connection, consider Figure 13, where linear sequences appear in
 measures 1-2 (two motives, four quarter notes long with the upbeats),
 measure 3 (descending melodic dyads [2] on each beat), and measures 4-6,
 the start of the consequent phrase (third beat, each motive again four quar-
 ter notes in length, though varied this time). In measures 1-2 of the ante-
 cedent phrase, the overall progression is V/ii-ii-V-I and thus harmonically
 closed. But every exactly reproduced parameter - melodic contour, voice
 leading, durational patterning, meter, register, dynamic, and texture - con-
 tributes toward formal similarity and thus toward the expectation of an-
 other repetition (A°+ A0 - > A0). Those motivic aspects that imply another
 A0 therefore weaken the closure of the V-I progression.
 Closural attenuation by formal repetition is obviously appropriate for
 any opening gesture.13 In contrast, the differentiated B1 of the A°AXB form
 strengthens the closure of the half-cadence of the antecedent phrase in mea-
 sure 4. By the same token, the nested, lower-level sequential dyads [2s] in
 measure 3 to the cadence in measure 4 themselves create a little form of
 A°Al . . . B. This too reinforces the cadential closure on the dominant in
 measure 4.14
 13. It is also possible, however, to hear the D-C quarter-notes of the half-cadence itself
 (downbeat, m. 4) as an augmentation (aug.) continuing the dyadic sequences and thus partly
 continuing the formal similarity.
 14. A difficult task tor composers is to maintain a level or nonclosure sufficient to hold
 the interest of the listener. Toward that end, using sequential repetition, which implies con-
 tinuation, is an effective compositional device even when harmonic closure occurs.
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 In the consequent phrase, measures 4-5 are analogous to measures 1-2
 except that ornamentation weakens the low-level formal similarity. The
 rule-governed linear sequence (A0 A1) is still present at the higher level, but
 on the manifest level, the first motive of the original melody now appears
 in a more animated figuration. I symbolize the non-rule-governed change
 of content in the context of varied repetition as A*Ab, but because both
 ornamentation and rule-mapping (sequence) are present here, the initial
 form in the consequent phrase becomes A0>*Aub. (The A0 tells us that this
 form has appeared before, the A1 that there is a sequence present, and the
 Aa and Ab that variation occurs in both A0 and A1; recall also the discussion
 of Figure 2).
 As to the JB-part in the consequent phrase (mm. 4-8), if the theory of
 form, sequence, and closure argued here is correct, then the cadential clo-
 sure (mm. 7-8) of the more formally differentiated A2A3C, which imitates
 the sequence found in the antecedent (cf. mm. 1-2 to 5-6), is even greater.
 Measure 6 displays much less surface similarity than measure 3, and that is
 reflected in the higher levels (contrast the up-down leaps of C with the
 harmonic tenths descending by step in B; see the reduction).15 But the mu-
 sic is more subtle than this analytical comparison suggests. For the lower
 level, descending triadic pattern of measure 7(0*, between the staves) is a
 symmetrical quasi-retrograde of C°, which slightly weakens the formal dif-
 ferentiation of C° at the higher, two-bar level. Moreover, measure 6 creates
 an important aesthetic moment in the phrase by triadically enveloping the
 analogous F-Bb leap in the antecedent phrase (cf. m. 6 with m. 2).16 So
 despite the formal differences between the end of the antecedent and the
 end of the consequent, these subtle similarities somewhat mitigate the
 closural strengthening of the differentiated A2A3C.17
 This subtlety reminds us how important it is to distinguish the purely
 formal aspect of A0 A0 implying A0 (exact repetition) from the actual con-
 tent of the implied variance (superscripted). If listeners prospectively hear
 any A0 A1 variance as rule governed, they will expect continued rule appli-
 cation (not only where ° + 1 implies - and is realized - by 2, as in Figures 1
 and 3, but also where ° + 1 implies a continuation that goes unrealized, as in
 Figure 13).
 15. 1 shall pass over the fact that both B (encompassing the half-cadence) and C (span-
 ning the full cadence) are hierarchically "deeper" than the As. This too increases the for-
 mal differentiation and thus the cadential closure in both the antecedent and the conse-
 quent.
 16. One might think that the trill to the cadence in measure 8 is also a microscopic A A
 . . . B form (up-down-up-down . . . followed by the quarter-note Bl>). However, the very fast
 pace of the trill prevents the listener from parsing each undulation on the thirty-second-note
 level as a tiny structure.
 17. Forms like these tend to be cumulative in temporal design (1 + 1 + 2) and thus in
 terms of time span also closed. They are so common in tonal music that listeners can learn
 from an initial A A to expect a B that is a temporal multiple of A.
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 Not all variance, of course, generates prospective rule-mapping. In mea-
 sures 6-7, the listener's ascription of the rule-governed retrograde is "back-
 ward looking," purely retrospective because in perceiving mirror forms
 one has to wait until the event concludes before deducing a post hoc rule
 that connects copy to model. I shall return to the topic of retrograde below.
 There is a third kind of variance that is neither prospectively or retro-
 spectively rule governed. As we have seen, ornamentation often occurs in
 contexts of repetition.18 Thus we must discriminate this kind of change in
 content from rule-governed change. As discussed earlier, in order to track
 the former I use superscripted letters (Aa + Ab + Ac). The varied ornamenta-
 tion in the alternating forms of Figure 2 (AaJBaAbBb) illustrates this, and
 Figure 13 shows that both non-rule-governed ornamentation and rule-gov-
 erned sequence can occur together when the former nests inside of the lat-
 ter (A^A1*).19
 In terms of processing repetition, we find therefore (1) the exact map-
 ping of previously learned style structures or A0 A0; (2) the mapping of in-
 ferred rules along with some degree of exact repetition or A°A1 (whether
 applied prospectively to continuations, such as sequence, or retrospectively
 to mirror forms); and (3) ornamental change with no rule-mapping or A*Ah.
 Table 1 shows exact and varied repetition across a spectrum from sameness
 to similarity to difference along with a summary of each type's characteris-
 tics.20
 The cognitive impact of musical form - whether motives are exact (A0 A0),
 similar (AM1, A*Ab), or different (AB) - is thus not totally determined by
 functional content, as commonly believed (see, e.g., Randel, 1986). Form
 is not just a convenient analytical summary; it is a crucial psychological
 property of expectation and thus the ongoing musical aesthetic.
 Augmentation and Diminution: Noniterative Rules Governing
 Duration as a Variable
 Cognitive rules also specify the mapping of augmentation and diminu-
 tion. The former involves multiplication; the latter, division. Both preserve
 durational proportions and thus constitute noniterative rules. To rule-map
 either procedure onto one's expectations, one first comprehends that dura-
 18. Ornamental change, however, is rarely arbitrary. It too relies on cognitive explana-
 tion, but space does not permit me to explore the issue of form and content here.
 19. Note that motivic differentiation occurs on the manifest lower level (hence the
 superscripted letters), whereas formal similarity (As, and Bs alternating) points to the higher
 level (without which we could not categorize the phenomenon of ornamentation).
 20. Rule-mapping (A1) and mere content change (Ab) can occur simultaneously (recall
 Figures 2 and lib, and see Figures 15a, 16c, and 25b).
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 Table 1
 Intraopus Forms
 A*Ah
 A°A° AW dissimilarity AB
 sameness similarity (ornamental difference
 Form (reproduction) (variation) variation) (contrast)
 Level properties Both forms Both somewhat Only higher All levels
 between forms exactly alike alike levels similar different
 (manifest levels
 different)
 Mapping Stylistic Rule-mapping Weak mapping No stylistic
 properties mapping only plus stylistic on higher level; mapping;
 mapping no rule-mapping rule-mapping
 possible
 Cognitive Prospective Prospective Initially Initially
 orientation retrospective retrospective
 Higher-level Strong Strong Weaker Weakest
 implicative
 strength
 Cognitive level Higher level Higher level Lower level Lower level
 of attention (can recede (focus on (site of (site of
 to ground) process) ornamentation) differentiation)
 tion alone is the parameter on which the rule operates and then projects the
 temporal change of all subsequent mappings of the learned pattern. Be-
 cause original proportions remain the same in both augmentation and dimi-
 nution, melody is mapped simply, as exact repetition. Indeed, melodic
 sameness facilitates perceiving the relationship between the durational model
 and its transform. We are less aware of augmentation or diminution if the
 melodic intervals are differentiated.
 The prevalence of these two techniques at every level and dimension
 demonstrates that rule making is cognitively operative in parameters other
 than melody. Augmentation and diminution also show that cognitive rule-
 mapping in music is not dependent on formal similarity (A A) inasmuch as
 these operations do not require the occurrence of exact formal repetition.
 We have already witnessed augmentation in Figures 7b, 8, lib, and 13
 and diminution in Figures 5b and 7b. As analysts have written extensively
 about both, particularly with respect to contrapuntal music, the phenom-
 ena need no extended discussion here. In order to project the continuation,
 listeners rule-map a one-time proportional increase in durational value in
 augmentation or a one-time proportional decrease in diminution.
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 In Figure 14a, an often cited case, augmentation of the fugue subject
 appears in the salient top voice and continues for five bars. In the bass and
 then in the alto, the contrapuntal voices occur in their (nearly) original
 durations. In the augmentation, the listener hears each duration of the origi-
 nal as multiplied by two. Single eighth notes in the original become quarter
 notes in the augmentation (two eighths tied). For example, the tied quarter
 note At in the bass of the first measure is three eighths in length (the origi-
 nal duration), so the high Ai in the soprano of measure 2 is six eighths (i.e.,
 three quarter notes). Although texturally dense stretto passages like this
 put a heavy processing load on the listener, cognitively untangling the rule
 interplay in the counterpoint greatly contributes to the aesthetic experience.
 Figure 14b, another famous case, illustrates diminution and augmenta-
 tion at the same time. The original subject is shown in small notation above
 Fig. 14. Augmentation and diminution, (a) Bach, Fugue 8, Well-Tempered Clavier, 1, mm.
 77-84 (in open score); (b) Beethoven, Sonata op. 110, IV, mm. 1-4 (fugue subject) and mm.
 127-130 (Allegro, ma non troppo).
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 the Figure, which, having previously heard it some 16 times, the listener
 has in memory. Thus one can readily deduce both augmentation and dimi-
 nution and, if properly performed, perceive the proportional conservation
 while mapping the dense counterpoint. Discounting the tied upbeat, we
 hear the durations in the top voice as double that of the initial ones. At the
 same time, the zigzagging diminution in the motives in the imitative bot-
 tom voices divides the fugue subject's duration by three (dotted eighth notes
 = 3/8-5-3 = 1/8). (A further diminution, where the initial notes of the sub-
 ject take only one-and-a-half beats, occurs a few bars later and employs
 inversion as well.)
 Symbologically, diminution and augmentation are the simplest cognitive
 rules. Where d is the duration of a note, v is its value (given ve A0), q is the
 quantity by which it is divided or multiplied, and v1 is v!g A1, the rule for
 diminution is:
 d(v) + q = dfv1) (6)
 For augmentation, the rule is:
 d(v) x q = djv1) (7)
 Listeners can recognize augmentation or diminution on very low levels,
 even within a single motive. We saw a very brief augmentation in Figure 13
 (m. 4); Figure 15 shows two other cases. Because of its brevity, the diminu-
 tion in Figure 15a (Gtt-Ai-B) - also a sequence - allows the listener no op-
 portunity to map the relationship prospectively. The delight in deducing
 that the durations of the initial motive have been divided by two is thus at
 first purely retrospective and formalistic. Similarity relations, however, may
 be asymmetrically directional (Tversky, 1977), depending on whether the
 relationship of model to variation is one of greater to lesser or lesser to
 greater (Medin et al., 1995). That is, it may be that the relatively faster
 pace of the second motive reduces the amount of similarity perceived, which
 would weaken the listener's sense of diminution. Further ornamentation
 disguises the beginning of the second sequence (A2>a); so the listener's un-
 derstanding of it is quite retrospective as well. However, whatever asym-
 metry is present may be more than offset by the sequential similarity (A1 A1).
 Be that as it may, A1 of Figure 15a actually involves two rules - diminution
 (rule 6) embedded in complete sequence (rule 4). This may be expressed as:
 A0 + Tn(A° [d(v)/q = d(v1)] ) = A1 (8)
 By contrast, Figure 15b moves from lesser to greater, as it were. Having
 heard the repetition of a terminal motivic segment and then its partial se-
 quence (A0 A0 A1), the listener can easily map a further intervallic expansion
 in A2 and simultaneously deduce a mapping rule of augmentation to multi-
 ply by two (eighths augmented into quarters, m. 3). Because the first three
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 Fig. 15. Diminution or augmentation plus full or partial sequence, (a) Bach, Fugue 15, Well-
 Tempered Clavier, 1, mm. 1-4; (b) Brahms, Piano Quintet op. 34, 1, mm. 51-54 (Allegro
 non troppo).
 motivic forms occur at a faster pace than the succeeding, slower paced one,
 listeners may hear A2's similarity to its predecessors more strongly, as an
 asymmetry of longer back to shorter. Processing itself affects the percep-
 tion of similarity, as Medin et al. (1993, p. 258) point out, and thus we may
 perceive similarity much more strongly in augmentation than in diminu-
 tion. In any case, two rules are at work in Figure 15b as well - partial
 sequence (rule 5) and augmentation (rule 7), one of which embeds in the
 other:
 A0 + Tn(A° [d(v) x q = d(v1)] ) = A1 (9)
 (more simply: (S(d(A0)) plus expansion = A1, where S is the transposed
 sequence of A0 and d(A°) the augmentation).21
 Because augmentation reduces the sense of pace, whereas diminution
 increases it, one wants to know whether the effects of the formal asymme-
 try are directional - whether listeners detect a measurable decrease in simi-
 larity with diminution or an increase in similarity with augmentation (more
 about pace later).
 Additivity in Both Melody and Duration
 When listeners perceive augmentation or diminution (as in Figures 14
 and 15), rule-mapped multiplication or division preserves the durational
 proportions. But other kinds of rule-governed stylistic inferences exist within
 a fixed metric framework, and these involve additivity in both melody and
 21. It makes no difference which nests inside the other as the rules are commutative.
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 duration. In certain cases, adding a melodic tone often involves adding the
 same durational value. Thus additivity by rule in the two parameters be-
 comes perfectly correlated. In short, if tempo and pace remain constant,
 the correlation allows the listener to construct only one cognitive rule. With
 respect to abstract generalization, such a cognitive rule is therefore very
 simple:
 A0 + c + w -> A1 (10)
 (where c represents a continuation of A°'s melodic implication; and given d
 = duration of a note and v = its value, w is such that d(w) = d(v) for any
 veA°).
 Specific musical instances are considerably more interesting than this
 simple additive rule suggests. Consider Figure 16a. Here the motivic time
 frame is constantly expanded to accommodate the additive iteration. The
 notated metric additions in the score seem completely regular (2/4, 3/4, 4/
 4, 5/4), but cognitively the seamless grouping of each glide is less system-
 atic (3, 7, 8, and then 10 notes). By the end of the 4/4 measure, the listener
 Fig. 16. Additivity. (a) Ravel, Suite from Mother Goose, IV, mm. 1-4 (très modéré); (b)
 Rimsky-Korsakov, Capriccio Espagnol, IV, clarinet cadenza; (c) Beethoven, Symphony no.
 1, IV, mm. 1-8 (Adagio).
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 clearly deduces the rules of Ravel's game, having figured out that each
 rising line will extend in both melodic tone and eighth note. Moreover, in
 the last repetition, two rules - additivity plus sequence - subtly compete
 for attention.
 Specifically, in the D-Et of measure 3 (start of the second bracket) one
 senses motivic return and thus projects an exact repeat (the second A2+).
 Realization of this implication does occur, but then the extension of the
 rising line in the 4/4 bar denies the exact mapping. Starting in measure 4
 (the 5/4), the repeat of the rising line begun on E\> - a tone higher - leads the
 listener to expect a sequence, which does come to pass. But now the lis-
 tener also projects more than a simple sequence because she cognitively
 learned in measure 3 to expect an additional (ninth) note. The ensuing
 tenth tone is thus again a surprise (but perhaps less effectively so than it
 appears because a new melody enters in the oboe late in measure 4, vying
 for attention and hence somewhat obscuring the rule-governed additivity).
 The application of two rules - additivity and sequence - increases the
 amount of processing required and thus the level of aesthetic information.
 In the less subtle though equally effective cadenza of Figure 16b, the
 rules governing the start of each melodic and durational grouping are
 uncorrelated. The triadic melodic tones and the number of notes increase
 with each varied swoop up and down, but simultaneously, durational val-
 ues diminish, thereby increasing the pace. The melodic tones come in two
 groups - 6 and 8 notes, and then 12 and 14 (not counting the start of each
 beat). Durationally, the four beats divide into groups of sixteenths (triplets
 and then faster quadruplets) and then shorter sixty-fourths (sextuplets and
 then septuplets). The durational value of each successively divided group is
 thus maintained within the beat. That the largest decrement occurs at the
 start of the sixty-fourth-notes reflects the aesthetic formal strategy of fol-
 lowing A0 A1 with further differentiation, except that here, of course, the
 increase only creates dissimilarity - an A2. Concerning the numerical in-
 crease of tones and the decrease in durational values, the listener perceives
 that systematic rules govern not only each two-beat group but also the
 pattern as a whole. One projects the pitch and durational variation accord-
 ing to the stylistic similarity (the four As).
 As for rule, the realization of implied melodic continuation (c) adds tones
 while dividing the start of each group of durations:
 A0 + c + d(v)/q = A1 (11)
 Of course, clarinetists do not perform the cadenza mechanically, in exact
 arithmetic notation. The change in pace is at first gradual and then notice-
 ably accelerated. Nonetheless, the passage should be played strictly enough
 to allow the listener to rule-project the continuation accurately, thereby
 making the change at A2 an exciting moment.
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 The opening of the last movement of Beethoven's First Symphony (Fig-
 ure 16c) is probably the most famous case of additivity. The passage begins
 for all the world as if the motivic strategy here is to write ornamented
 sequences (A°>*AhbAu). At some point the listener realizes, quite surpris-
 ingly, that rules of additivity are at also work. Once deduced, each mo-
 tive - from three to eight notes in length - exactly confirms the listener's
 rule-mapping as regards melodic ornamentation, the addition of pitch, and
 the decreasing durational values within each grouping. The gradual change
 from dotted cumulative notes (A°*Alib) to some isochronous ones (A2'cA3'd),
 the speeding up that takes place with each addition of pitch, and the fluc-
 tuation in dynamic from crescendo to piano and then to sudden pianis-
 simo - all these tease the listener and whet one's sense of suspense until the
 cat is let out of the bag and the tempo-surprising allegro gets underway
 (Tovey, 1965, p. 24). Multiple play of this sort, which depends on the lis-
 tener inferring the additive and sequential cognitive rules of the game at
 hand, is, of course, typical of the high syntactic wit found in the music of
 the Enlightenment. Although Beethoven's notebooks show that he could
 not multiply numbers, he understood the relevance of rule application as
 well as anyone when it came to music cognition.
 Subtractivity and Additivity in Melodic Interval
 Figure 17 shows that melodic interval can be the variable on which a
 cognitive rule is brought to bear. At the beginning, the melodic intervals
 generally decrease in size (octave, minor sixth, diminished seventh [=M6],
 minor sixth, perfect fifth, perfect fourth, major second, minor second). Much
 the same can be said about the beginning of measure 5 (in m. 6 both in-
 crease and decrease are present). Once the intervallic contraction gets un-
 Fig. 17. Subtractivity. Handel, Concerto grosso in G minor op. 6 no. 6, IV, mm. 1-6 (Alle-
 gro).
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 derway, the varied stylistic repetition (A0 A1 A2) becomes predictable. More
 specifically, because listeners hear individual intervals as implicative, they
 project a decrease in the degree of melodic implication.
 Consider now intervallic additivity in the popular song of Figure 18a.
 The effectiveness of the high D results partly from cognitively deducing the
 systematic intervallic expansion (major second, minor third, major third,
 perfect fourth), which is to say, the gradual increase in the degree of me-
 lodic implication. The rule is not one that we can invoke on first hearing;
 awareness of it emerges retrospectively. Of course, in terms of extraopus
 style, a tonal pitch sequence of C-D-F-A usually goes to either a Bk (if dia-
 tonic) or a C (if pentatonic) - thereby reaching the octave. Thus the sur-
 prising D contributes emotional affect because the general stylistic expec-
 tation is denied.
 Figure 18b is a good deal more sophisticated. Apart from its superficial
 resemblance to the opening of Figure 18a (the unsuspected pentatonic as-
 cent), the melodic rules operating here - three altogether - are complexly
 interwoven. (1) Each attempt at ascent (A0 A1 A2) adds an extra tone; (2) the
 terminal interval of each motive expands until reaching the half-note G in
 measure 3 (just when it retrospectively dawns on the listener that more
 than one simultaneous rule is at work); simultaneously, (3) the pace grows
 quicker. The eighth-note patterns in the B-part (m. 4), whose falling impli-
 cations suggest the melody will eventually descend, momentarily obscure
 the expectation of the high Bt, but when realized, a pleasurable moment of
 release occurs. Both these Figures rely on the same kind of additivity. Even
 though stylistically differentiated, both share a cognitive rule of intervallic
 expansion, which ties them together.
 Fig. 18. Multiple rules, (a) Friml, Rose-Marie, "Indian Love Call," Refrain (Slowly) [copy-
 right held by Bambalina Music]; (b) Mahler, Riickert-Lieder, V, mm. 1-4 (Ausserst langsam
 und zuriickhaltend).
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 What we learn, then, from Figures 17 and 18 is that listeners can ab-
 stract rules from parametric materials like melodic intervals. The bottom-
 up system, which processes melodic materials separately from learning
 (Narmour, 1990, 1992), attends to scaled properties of similarity and dif-
 ference. So it does not care whether top-down, learned rules of organiza-
 tion are present. When, however, the top-down stylistic system encounters
 chromatic (C-Ct-D-Dt . . .), whole-tone (C-D-E-Fl . . .), octatonic (C-Dt-B-
 E-Ft-G-A-Bt-C), or other systematic sequences of pitch, it will abstract cog-
 nitive rules that project the pitch continuation. In the cases of chromatic or
 whole-tone scales, cognitively constructing a rule is child's play: "Replicate
 the preceding interval." With the octatonic scale, the rule is more involved:
 "Alternate half- and whole-steps."
 From this one might think that the major scale is also cognitively rule-
 governed, as two distinct tetrachords (whole-, whole-, half-step; whole-,
 whole-, half-step). But as many have pointed out, learned scale-step func-
 tions, which create goal-note stability on degrees 1, 3, and 5, can obscure
 this tetrachordal symmetry.22 Perhaps it is this "conflict" between bottom-
 up rule-mapping and top-down learning that has made the major system
 so long-lived: Implicit intervallic rule and learned pitch function vie for
 attention. In any case, projecting the continuation of the major scale prob-
 ably relies more on simple mapping than on invoking tetrachordal expec-
 tation (the same seems true of the "natural," "melodic," and "harmonic"
 minor modes).
 Cognitive Rules Without Stylistic Repetition: Other Parameters
 Humans process information from both the bottom up and the top down.
 This is true for every level - from the primitive materials of individual pa-
 rameters (expansions and contractions of pitches, intervals, durations) to
 style-structural repetitions (full, partial, or alternating sequences). Repeated
 durational patterns create specific event-structures via bottom-up process-
 ing while being holistically mapped as learned stylistic rhythms from the
 top down. Simultaneously, melodic and harmonic patterning may be for-
 mally differentiated and ongoing, devoid of any repetition. Music in fact
 teems with noncongruence between bottom-up and top-down processing
 (which is why music theory and music cognition are such difficult fields).
 The constant cognitive negotiation between the two aspects is what gives
 us an accurate and utilitarian sense of reality in the face of a dynamically
 changing context.
 22. In tonal music, the asymmetry of the materials articulating the octave diverges fur-
 ther according to parameter: in harmony, steps I-II-V and I-IV-V occur more frequently as
 articulating nodes than I-III-V.
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 Although parametric materials constitute the primitives processed from
 the bottom up - and thus manifestly occur on lower hierarchical levels -
 bottom-up processing is recursively applied as higher hierarchical levels
 emerge. Thus bottom-up processing is not just relegated to lower levels.
 Likewise, top-down processing is not necessarily synonymous with higher-
 level events. Style exerts influence everywhere, from the basic elements that
 define parameters (like scale steps) to the hierarchical complexes that pro-
 duce very high-level style structures (like common key relations). Because
 we have already discussed in some detail how cognitive rule and style-
 structural repetition operate together, let us now consider how iterative but
 largely unconscious rule-mapping can cognitively apply to other paramet-
 ric style shapes.
 TEMPO
 Accelerando and ritardando are so utterly common in musical style, and
 thus so effortlessly mapped by the unconscious mind, that they seem to
 have been present from the very foundation of our musical memory. A
 listener tracks accelerando and ritardando by estimating the similar intervallic
 distances between successive durations through either a relative or constant
 shift in one's internal clock (Vos, van Assen, & Franek, 1997). Such bottom-
 up processing follows the Gestalt laws of similarity (a0 + a1 -» a2 . . .).
 One can also make sense of successive increment or decrement in tempo
 by top-down rule (many discussions about formalized cognitions of tempo
 change exist).23 If, for instance, the rate of the tactus (foot tap) suddenly
 increases, the listener can deduce the multiple governing the change. Musi-
 cal terms like doppio movimento (twice as fast) and stretta (immediately
 faster, as in an opera finale) are cases in point. Although solo performers
 rarely conceive of tempo change as mathematical behavior, those who con-
 duct frequently describe it as calculus-like. Certainly the wide adoption of
 metronome markings for tempo change from the nineteenth-century on-
 ward indicates that composers thought of tempo in terms of numerical
 proscription.
 In homophonic music, rubato, which means "robbing" in Italian, was
 frequently measured against a more-or-less constant meter. Many writers
 from the eighteenth- and nineteenth-centuries emphasize that when slight
 ritards follow slight accelerandos, the "borrowing" of time in the slowing
 down must be "paid back" by speeding up (see the discussion in Hudson,
 1994). 24 Wagner (1897) makes this point in his writings on conducting,
 23. See, e.g., Bowen, 1996; Clarke, 1989; Epstein, 1985, 1995; Feldman, Epstein, &
 Richards, 1992; Palmer, 1989; Repp, 1992, 1994, 1997a, 1997b; Sundberg & Verrillo,
 1980; Todd, 1985, 1995.
 24. For more historical discussion of tempo and rubato in the common-practice period,
 see Schuller (1997).
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 and the pianist-pedagogue Matthay (1913) illustrates the compensating
 principle of phrase rubato as a sinusoidal graph. Other writers, however,
 claim that what rubato borrows can be permanently lost. According to
 Hudson (1994, p. 321), McEwen's 1928 study measuring the note dura-
 tions of piano rolls confirms this. The point is, the listener can make use of
 rules to project the degree of rubato, regardless of whether "compensa-
 tion" takes place.
 PACE
 Listeners may also perceive gradual changes of pace as rule governed.
 Pace is independent of tempo and can affect either a single parameter or a
 group of parameters. For instance, in the melody of Figure 19, the acceler-
 ated pace from measure 2 to measure 3 moves on the manifest level in a
 clear ratio (from three notes per beat to four). Any listener tracking the
 tactus will perceive this.25 Here one rule - sequence allied with cre-
 scendo - is thus replaced by another: change of pace (leading to the
 high C in m. 3, which realizes the triadic implications of the melodic
 pattern).
 In Figure 19, the prolonged pedal point on the dominant hardly moves.
 In contrast, the melodic repetition in measure 1 divides the bar into two
 halves. Measure 2's sequence is also at the half-note level (but with more
 tones per half note and thus an increased melodic pace). In measure 3, the
 soaring melodic gesture to the forte on the dotted quarter note almost spans
 the whole-note level, despite the accelerated sixteenth notes. Thus, although
 pace here is parametrically differentiated, the listener's overall sense is dis-
 tinctly one of carefully measured, and therefore rule-governed, accelera-
 tion.26
 25. One must distinguish the parameter of tempo (the rate of beat succession) from the
 parameter of pace (the sense of motion or activity relative to an established metric unit of
 time). The independence of pace from tempo is why it constitutes a parameter. Tempo may
 increase or decrease (in accelerando or ritard) because the listener's perception of tactus
 speeds up or slows down. But in both cases the amount of activity per beat may stay the
 same. Pace itself may also independently increase or decrease while tempo remains the
 same, accelerates, or ritards. Further, regardless of the durational level on which we per-
 ceive the beat, we may sense that pace increases, decreases, or remains unchanged. Both
 music theorists and cognitive psychologists are often careless about these terms, referring to
 pace when they mean tempo, and vice versa (see the clarifications by Cooper and Meyer
 [1960, p. 3] and Berry [1966, p. 317]). The possible relationships between pace and tempo
 are: same pace/slower tempo, same pace/faster tempo; slower pace/same tempo, faster pace/
 same tempo; slower pace/faster tempo, slower pace/slower tempo; faster pace/faster tempo,
 faster pace/slower tempo.
 26. The term "harmonic rhythm" - where chord change speeds up or slows down - is
 really an aspect of pace. Hemiola - several duple groupings superimposed over triple meter -
 also involves an accelerated sense of pace that conflicts with the established triple meter at
 the bar level by a reduction of one third (e.g., 1/4 subtracted from 3/4 produces 2/4). Hemiola
 thus also illustrates a rule-governed procedure.
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 Fig. 19. Systematic increase in pace. Brahms, Sonata for clarinet op. 120 no. 2, 1, mm. 36-
 38 (Allegro amabile).
 Observe that the rule application here takes place in the differentiated
 part (B), unlike many earlier Figures where rule-making and stylistic rep-
 etition (A + A . . .) went together. To repeat: rule invocation is not depen-
 dent on similarity nor reducible to it (recall also in this regard the discus-
 sion of augmentation and diminution).
 TEXTURE
 Knowledgeable listeners can comprehend systematic additions to or sub-
 tractions from the voices of a musical texture. Rule-derived texture in varia-
 tion form, for example, frequently increases in density and complexity by
 the systematic addition of tones (and thus durations) at the start of each
 new part. A first variation will occur in quarter notes, a second in eighths,
 a third in triplets, a fourth in sixteenths, and so forth; such melodic "divi-
 sions" are quite predictable and thus rule projective. In a fugal exposition
 (dux/comes), the stylistically predictable voice entries are texturally addi-
 tive, as is the increased complexity that occurs during a stretto concluding
 a fugue. Figures 20a, c, and d display three incontrovertible cases of tex-
 tural accretion perceivable by rule. Subtraction of textural layers can also
 be rule governed - for example, the waning of the last movement of Mahler's
 Fourth Symphony and other postludeal gestures where the density of voices
 systematically evaporates.
 Of course, compositional procedures shaping one's expectations about
 the gradual thickening or thinning of texture do not necessarily define where
 such changes will occur. Nevertheless, deduction influences the listener's
 expectation concerning the gradual buildup or winnowing of textural com-
 plexity.
 HARMONY
 Increasing textural complexity usually results in increased dissonance.
 Thus, when voice entries increase, listeners may use cognitive rules to project
 a systematic pattern of accretion in the harmonic dissonance. In Figure
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 Fig. 20. Systematic increase in textural complexity and dissonance, (a) Ravel, Daphnis et
 Chloé, I, mm. 1-7 (Lent); (b) Britten, War Requiem op. 66, the harmonic progression end-
 ing the Requiem Aeternam, rehearsal letter 16 (molto lento); (c) Ives, Psalm 90, m. 60
 (Adagio) [copyright held by Merion Music]; (d) Perle, Songs of Praise and Lamentation, IN
 after Perle, Twelve-Tone Tonality (1977), p. 74 [copyright held by Boelke-Bomart].
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 20a, the additive stacking of harmonic fifths gradually and precisely in-
 creases the amount of dissonance present, and listeners will rule-map their
 expectations to anticipate the ongoing change (as well as to project the
 systematic growth in textural density).
 The subtle variability in Figure 20b is similarly predictable. Calculated
 from all three intervals present in each chord pair (and ignoring octave
 doublings), the analysis shows that the harmony moves from open tritone
 (d5) to mild dissonance (m3, m7, and P5) to moderate dissonance (m2
 added to m6 and P5) to strong dissonance (m2 and d5 added to P5; note
 the intensifying melodic leap to A, congruent with the incidence of maxi-
 mum dissonance), then back to milder dissonance (m3/m7/ P5), and finally
 returning to the empty tritone (d5) that began the passage. Thus in terms of
 harmonic dissonance, Figure 20b has a kind of additive/subtractive quality
 about it, like an accelerando/ritardando or a crescendo/diminuendo. Un-
 like Figure 20a, however, here it seems likely that only on a second hearing
 would listeners prospectively apply a quasi-symmetrical rule projecting the
 dissonance arch. Both figures are through-composed (i.e., lack formal rep-
 etition).
 Figure 20c is a more extended, famous case where "each note value
 progressively loses the length of a sixteenth note until the word 'thy'"
 (Winters, 1986, p. 32). This subtractivity causes a systematically gener-
 ated accelerando. Moreover, listeners project the accretion of dissonance
 here according to rule (at least up to a density point where the clusters
 become noise). They will also expect increasing textural complexity in the
 number of voices. In addition, the outside melodies produce rule-governed
 whole-toned inversions of each other until the last sonority, the apex of
 maximum dissonance. Indeed, the bottom two voices (low tenor, low bass)
 mirror the top two (high soprano, high alto). Rule-mapping the inversions
 would, of course, occur only retrospectively and probably after some learn-
 ing.
 In terms of dissonance, textural change, and registral expansion, this
 passage thus creates a symmetrical complex that is highly rule governed.
 The rhythmically congruent, contrasting outside voices together with the
 congruent dynamic change enable the cognitive prediction of an ever-ex-
 panding "wedge" (Winters's term). All the parametric changes typify a0 +
 a1 ... and create ongoing material similarity and predictable variation but
 without any formal repetition. Once the melodic peaks of the outer frame-
 work occur, an exact subtractivity begins in the same parametric way (after
 the vertical arrow, not shown). With some exposure listeners will learn to
 predict the palindrome, which is to say, project a "wedge" that operates
 both vertically and horizontally (like the "hairpins" of a crescendo-diminu-
 endo). In sum, Ives uses five rules to generate the passage, and, listeners can
 project most of these, though certainly not all on first hearing.
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 Such rule deduction is one reason why rehearing is so enjoyable: We
 convert our retrospective evaluations into prospective ones and thus un-
 consciously retest the rules that we initially learned (while also perceiving
 new ones that we missed on earlier occasions). In other words, through
 learning, rehearing music changes retrodiction to prediction. In philosophical
 and aesthetic terms, rehearing music combines the rational (rule deduc-
 tion) and the empirical (rule testing) into the beautiful.
 Figure 20d is another instance of additive dissonance, but one where
 precise cognitive rules are not so easy to formulate. As in Figure 20b, I have
 vertically calculated the harmonic intervals between every voice in each
 sonority (omitting octave doublings, of course). Because of the harmonic
 complexity, the integers here refer to numbers of dissonances and conso-
 nances rather than to the intervals themselves (as in Figure 20b). Beginning
 with a consonance, the passage grows increasingly dissonant but then be-
 comes somewhat less so toward the end, yet it is not clear that listeners
 would discern an underlying rule to cover the change. Still, one does per-
 ceive a general arch in the dissonance and deduces that some governing
 principle is at work, however unsystematic.27 As in the Britten and the Ives
 examples, Perle's passage also grows texturally more and then less com-
 plex. Again no stylistic repetition (AA . . . ) accompanies the rising and
 falling curve of the dissonance.
 It is not certain in the four cases of Figure 20 how common this treat-
 ment of dissonance is. Indeed, in the extraopus sense dissonance in tonal
 style tends to remain a localized phenomenon. The reason is that disso-
 nance per se is not easily wrested away from bottom-up processing. Thus it
 does not lend itself well to abstraction, a necessary condition for rule-map-
 ping. Consequently, listeners are not particularly good at rule-mapping
 additivity or subtractivity in dissonance, particularly in the face of com-
 plex atonal sonorities.
 Even tonal harmony resists such abstraction. Tonal passages involving
 extensive dissonance always involve other variables - chord function (e.g.,
 circle of fifths), voice leading (parallel vs. contrary motion), scale step,
 tonicization, modulation, chromaticism, and so forth. These top-down,
 learned aspects determine the overall, complex sense of tonal harmonic
 implication, including the function of tonal dissonance. Soprano position,
 bass position (inversion), and common-toneness between chords - puta-
 tively bottom-up properties - also affect the perceived quality of dissonance.
 Listeners are able to project harmonic continuation accurately in tonal music,
 but that syntactic ability relies heavily on learned mapping, not on iterative
 rule-mapping of the types discussed earlier. In tonal harmony, ongoing in-
 27. Perle's book does not discuss the aspect of dissonance in this example; the analytical
 observations regarding their cognitive reality are mine.
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 Fig. 21. Harmonic syntax contrasted with rule-mapped dissonance. Bach, "O Ewigkeit, du
 Donnerwort" (Chorale), fourth phrase (text omitted).
 crease or decrease in dissonance is only one among many variables that
 influence the listener's sense of harmonic expectation.
 Consider Figure 21. Because scale step plays a crucial role in the syntax,
 it is not just the presentation of dissonances in Figure 21 that enables the
 listener to project the progression. Beginning with a tonic chord (in F) which
 is completely consonant, the harmony moves to a diminished chord (one
 dissonance, a tritone), a second-inversion seventh-chord (two dissonances,
 a tritone and a second), an augmented chord (no dissonance but unstable
 nonetheless), a diminished seventh (two tritones), a dominant chord in G
 minor (with one dissonance, a major second/minor seventh that suspends a
 fourth over the bass), a dominant-seventh chord (two dissonances, a minor
 seventh and a tritone), and finally a tonic in G minor (no dissonances).
 Thus the voice leading (descending linear bass, contrary ascent in the tenor
 until the dominant, and a curved soprano melody), the modulation (sup-
 ported by unforeseen chromaticism), the changing scale-step functions, and
 the tonicizing of G minor contribute strongly to the sense of harmonic
 instability or stability as the sequence of dissonances. Indeed, the tonal
 factors are probably more salient than any rule deduction concerning dis-
 sonance. The listener familiar with Bach chorale style clearly recognizes
 the direction of the harmonic process, but that expectation results mostly
 from the learned mapping of tonal syntax, which in this style relegates
 dissonance to the foreground rather than to abstract generalization.
 Mirror Forms: Inversion and Retrograde as Rule-Mapped
 Symmetries
 In earlier discussions, we distinguished simple stylistic mapping from
 cognitive rule making - from the iterated increment and decrement that
 often accompany formal similarity. Although we have concentrated mostly
 on projection, prediction, and prospection, the possibility exists that listen-
 ers may retrospectively deduce cognitive rules to arrive at contextual mean-
 ing.
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 Melodic inversion is a case in point. Mirror form generates a nontransitive,
 reflexive perception that depends on symmetry between varied copy and
 model. When the listener first encounters inversion, the cognitive projec-
 tion of the rule will be entirely retrospective, after the fact. Its mapping will
 therefore be retrodictive, not predictive. Retrospection characterizes the
 tense of the cognitive rule, so to speak: "What was just heard is based on a
 model whose transform replaces ascent with descent or descent with ascent
 while preserving intervallic sameness or similarity." Of course, if listeners
 hear a given inversion a sufficient number of times, then they will learn to
 expect it and map the continuation simply as a repetition.
 Because melodic inversion operates only on ascending and descending
 direction (lateral motion is unaffected), the operation can take place by just
 changing the sign, as it were. Thus the "plus" (+) of ascent becomes a
 "minus" (-) or down, and the "minus" of descent becomes a "plus" or up.
 If an inversion is exact, the change in direction has no bearing on the me-
 lodic intervals, the size of which will remain the same (but of course in the
 opposite registral direction). In tonal melody, however, composers usually
 allow the size of the interval to be determined by the diatonic set (so perfect
 fifths become perfect fourths, major intervals become minor ones. etc.).
 In simple inversion (without transposition) the rule takes the following
 symbolic form:
 -reg(A°) = I (12)
 Or:
 -itg(A°) = A1 (13)
 where -regA0 (a change in sign) denotes the change of each registral mo-
 tion to the opposite direction while the intervals of A0 remain constant (I
 stands for "inversion"). Note here the equals sign (=) instead of the arrow
 (-»), which symbolizes that, at least on the initial hearing, the output is a
 retrospective assessment rather than a prospective one.
 When both transposition (T) and inversion (I) occur, two rules operate
 simultaneously:
 A0 + Tn[-reg(A0)] = TI = A1 (14)
 One can also express this with registral change nesting inside the transpo-
 sition:
 Tn[-reg(A°)]=A1 (15)
 Because invoking two rules increases the amount of cognitive process-
 ing, short passages heard as inversions will often be construed as simple
 retrogrades because simple retrogrades require only backward mapping,
 not rule. For example, in a short up/down pattern like C-D-E-D-C, one
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 could hear E-D-C as a transposed inversion of C-D-E up a third (T4I). But
 it is easier to hear E-D-C as a simple retrograde.28 The limitations of short-
 term memory, however, which must store the whole pattern before tempo-
 rally running it backward item-by-item (as opposed to spatially processing
 an array), constrain our cognitive abilities to retrograde long patterns. But
 short-term memory constrains inversion as well. Hence syntactic rules are
 efficient in projecting inversion and retrograde only when the transform's
 length is manageable. That said, short-term memory in general deals with
 inversion better than retrograde (Dowling, 1972) because in inversion at
 least the temporal order of events remains analogous. Yet because mirror
 forms tend to be difficult to apprehend when extended, they probably have
 categorical properties that have to be satisfied in order to be perceived.
 Deducing a discontiguous inversion requires an even higher degree of
 functional correspondence. If too great a distance exists (Dowling 8c Bartlett,
 1981), if the parametric variability of the intended inversion is too great
 (Frances, 1957/1988, Krumhansl, Sandell, & Sargeant, 1987), or if the
 context of the inversion is incommensurate with the model, then listeners
 are unlikely to connect transform to model and thus construe an inversion.
 Consider the contextual effects of tonal function. If simple pitch rela-
 tions and intervallic size are held constant during a change of register, con-
 tour by itself will create a pattern that one may cognitively deduce as a
 mirror. In C major, a pattern like G-A-B-A-G (up/down) sounds symmetri-
 cal because the midpoint B, as the leading tone, both ends the ascent and
 begins the descent, thus establishing an axis. That in this case scale step is
 functionally congruent with the reversal of contour and that all intervals
 are major seconds easily allow one retrospectively to perceive a symmetri-
 cal retrograde.
 But when intervallic variation enters the melodic mix and alters scale-
 step sequence, the symmetry is no longer quite so salient. In a tonal pattern
 like C-D-F-E-C (up/down), F may appear to be the perceived axis, but be-
 cause both intervallic sequence (M2-m3-m2-M3) and scale-step sequence
 (tonic, supertonic, subdominant, mediant, tonic) vary slightly, the cogni-
 tive sense of symmetry is somewhat weakened. This is true not only be-
 cause C and E are goal notes (tonic, mediant) and D and F are nongoal
 28. The degree to which retrograde emerges in simple patterns like the one above de-
 pends on the amount of transposition. If the pitch that starts the transform is the same as, or
 close in register to, the terminal tone of the original (as above), then hearing a retrograde is
 more likely than hearing an inversion. If the pitch is closer to the initial tone of the original,
 then perception of inversion will occur (e.g., an ascending pattern of C-E-G followed by a
 descending D-Bk-G, where D is only a step away from C). Thus in simple patterns the locus
 of the axis of symmetry determines the rule applied. That pitch distance between the initia-
 tion of the transform can vary vis-à-vis either the starting or ending tone of the original is
 partly why theorists sometimes mistakenly call patterns that are retrogrades inversion, and
 vice versa.
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 notes (super tonic, subdominant) but because the D-F skip may sound like
 a gap with the subsequent E filling it in. The net effect is that the ascending
 minor-third skip tends to articulate the descending E as a structural tone,
 hence moving the axis away from F and thus obscuring the sense of retro-
 grade (or transposed inversion). Of course, if the E were flatted, perfect
 intervallic symmetry would occur (M2, m3, M2, m3), but even in C minor
 the scale-step difference between D-F and Et-C attenuates the perception of
 a mirror (whether retrograde or inversion). In a word, perceiving musical
 symmetry is highly dependent on context.29
 Inversion may operate on a pattern of any size in the musical fabric,
 from single interval to extended passages. Figure 22a-b illustrates some
 typical symmetrical inversions that are easily perceived. Although in Figure
 22a the cello introduces the motivic model, which is immediately followed
 by the viola's transposed inversion (nearly exact; the cello's surface chro-
 maticism is not mirrored), the first phrase ends on the pitch (C) that begins
 the symmetrical second phrase. So two rules are at work: inversion and
 transposition (up a second). The dovetailed phrasing establishes a promi-
 nent axis of symmetry despite the change in harmony (note that rhythm
 prevents our perceiving the passage as a retrograde).30
 In Figure 22b, the inversion mirrors the first phrase almost exactly; again
 transposition is involved (down a minor third). The harmony changes in
 the second phrase, small deviations occur in interval and dynamic, and the
 beginning of the inversion shares no axis because the closed half-note in
 measure 4 separates the two phrases. Nevertheless, the exact reflection of
 contour in the inversion and the exact durational patterning ensure the
 perception of the mirrored symmetry.31
 29. In a general sense, retrograde and retrograde inversion are difficult to hear and thus
 to backward-map because all initial functions become terminal and all terminal functions
 initial. This puts an enormous load on memory as regards rule-mapping. For these reasons,
 the perception of extended retrograde is all but impossible. In fact, retrograde is very rare
 except in short motives (Berry, 1966, p. 397). In a lengthier context, retrograde tends to be
 purely a constructive device, affecting the musical content but only rarely being heard.
 Composition obviously relies on rule applications, but such rules are not necessarily equiva-
 lent to cognitive rule uses, Ives's palindrome earlier (Figure 20c) notwithstanding. I shall
 return to retrograde, constructivism, and cognitive rules in the next section.
 30. For partial inversions that form parts of antecedent-consequent phrases, see Haydn,
 Symphony no. 100, III (trio) or Symphony no. 104, 1 (principal theme). The variation of the
 inverted parts (consequents) underscores the argument made earlier in connection with
 Figure 13 about formal differentiation and closure. For a nineteenth-century example, see
 Mendelssohn, Symphony no. 5, II.
 31. Using this very melody (Figure 22b) as a test item, Rosner and Meyer's experiment
 (1986) produces data showing that listeners do not perceive its "underlying process" as a
 "complementary type." The authors express puzzlement by this, suggesting that the melody
 may be a "devious stimulus." It is possible, however, that the task confused the participants
 in that they were asked to rate the examples concerning whether they were "good or poor
 examples of the underlying process," not whether the melody was an inversion per se.
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 Fig. 22. Inversion and transposition, (a) Schumann, Piano Quintet, I, mm. 57-60 (Allegro
 brilliante); (b) Brahms, Symphony no. 1, III, mm. 1-10 (Un poco allegretto e grazioso); (c)
 Brahms, Ein deutsches Requiem, "Wie lieblich," mm. 1-8 (Con moto moderato).
 This cannot be said, perhaps, about the inversion in Figure 22c, because
 here timbrai, harmonic, and functional differences between the orchestral
 introduction and the thematic inversion sung by full chorus are much greater.
 These make the symmetry harder for the listener to construe and thus make
 retrospective rule invocation less likely.32 Moreover, the transposition is
 large - down an octave and a fourth. By contrast, the melodic symmetries
 in Figure 22a-b were more salient so that, once deduced, listeners could
 readily map both rules of inversion and transposition.
 Visual Inversions Versus Musical Ones
 Both inversion and retrograde retrospectively generate isomorphic struc-
 tures. Only because listeners can reconstruct the original model from the
 transformation (Hofstadter, 1979) can they construct a mirrored symme-
 try between the parts. For this reason, inversion emerges most clearly when
 32. I came to this conclusion because, although I have listened to (and conducted) this
 piece on numerous occasions in the past 20 years, I never noticed the transposed inversion
 until I saw it mentioned in Crist, DeLone, Kliewer, Rowell, ÔC Thomson (1982, p. 91), this
 despite my strong interests in relating analysis to performance.
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 model and transform appear directly opposite the axis. That is, inversion is
 most salient when it contiguously follows its model and when a fairly high
 degree of parametric - and thus contextual - similarity is present.
 In vision, mirrored constructions normally proceed automatically and
 unconsciously and seem to be built into our operating systems (Uttal, 1988,
 pp. 144-146). We can, for instance, recognize a familiar face no matter
 how it is rotated or inverted (Bruce, 1991, p. 24), and, indeed, we can
 reconstruct known visual forms by viewing only the left or right or top or
 bottom of the axis. As Deutsch (1999, p. 362) says about vision, "We must
 have evolved mechanisms that preserve the perceptual identities of objects
 regardless of their orientation relative to the observer."33
 However, concerning the cognitive rule-mapping of inversion in a tem-
 poral, syntactic medium like music, our mental processing is not nearly so
 facile, even though twentieth-century composers have mistakenly assumed
 that visual transforms and various mirror operations in music are cognitively
 equivalent (see, e.g., Schoenberg, 1950/1975, who was also a gifted painter).
 Indeed, ongoing interactions among various parameters may obscure the
 musical identification of the corresponding constituents such that no axis
 of symmetry emerges. If in vision symmetrical parts are "identical in shape
 but opposite in spatial orientation" (Arnheim, Visual Thinking, p. 63), then
 the crux of the matter in music lies in how cognition mentally "identifies"
 and defines the "orientation" of the mirror.
 To explore the analogies and differences between visual and musical mir-
 rors, consider the synthetic illustrations in Figure 23. In the first case (Figure
 23a), a simple representation divided into four triangles, the viewer has no
 trouble in seeing both the horizontal and the vertical axis. The second case
 (Figure 23b) presents an analogous musical example; although the size of the
 intervals slightly varies, owing to the tonal context, one can easily hear both a
 vertical axis on A and D and, at least by analogy, a horizontal one on F, the
 beginning and ending tonal center. In Figure 22c, one triangle mirrors another
 only at the vertical axis, but the visual symmetry between model and mirror is
 still readily apparent. However, in the musical analogue to this (Figure 23d)
 the symmetry is less clear; for instance, rather than hearing a vertical axis
 emerge on the second F, one could construe the descent from A to D as a
 simple linear pattern, overriding any articulation on the middle note (F). Still,
 it would not be unnatural to hear the second part of the melody as an inver-
 sion (mirror) of the first. The visual symmetry of Figure 23e has two vertical
 axes along with one horizontal one, again easily seen. Figure 23f is the contra-
 puntal analogue (again with two axes, which are stemmed). So far, then, the
 musical examples and the visual figures appear reasonably analogous.
 33. Perceiving short inversions and retrogrades, however, may in fact be built into the
 auditory cognitive system. More research is needed to determine this.
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 Fig. 23. Analogues of visual and musical inversions (see text).
 Now consider Figure 23g. Here a visual form is mirrored after a vertical
 axis (a horizontal line on the bottom and the top of each segment enhances
 orientation). The spatial separation between model and copy - a large trans-
 position, as it were - does not prevent our seeing the symmetry. Figure 23h
 is the melodic analog (bounded by the staff lines), with the inversion trans-
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 posed up an octave (the axis on the high F is unmarked). Although the
 symmetrical inversion in the visual form (Figure 23g) is quite apparent, the
 inversion in the musical analogue (Figure 23h) is quite difficult to hear.
 This is because time envelops syntactic processing (moving only left to right,
 as it were). Consequently, in Figure 23h the ascending leap of the seventh
 (G-F) at the axis, which implies a reversal (dashed bracket), assimilates the
 immediately following F-E-C, and this latter pattern conceals the start of
 the transposed inversion (and thus the axis). Moreover, the mappings of
 motivic similarity (regular brackets) obscure our hearing the beginning of
 an inversion on the high F. Further, the emergence of a discontiguous real-
 ization from the leading tone to the tonic (the rising D-E to the high F)
 blurs the mirror (arrowtail). Finally, the last note on the leading tone (E)
 leads the listener into projecting a continuation to the tonic F. Of course,
 one still has some sense that orderings of pitch and interval are consistent
 in some way.
 But a vague sense about consistency of melodic content is quite different
 from retrospectively deducing a transformational rule and then mapping
 an inversion. To do this, one needs additional cognitive cues. For this rea-
 son, composers almost always rely on durational, metric, or harmonic pat-
 terning when they want to bring an extended inversion to the cognitive
 fore. And plenty of evidence demonstrates the importance of rhythm and
 meter in the perception of musical transformations (see Dowling, 1994;
 Halpern, Bartlett, & Dowling, 1998; Jones, 1987; Jones & Ralston, 1991).
 Figure 23i, which has the same pitch sequence as Figure 23h, shows how
 effective differentiated rhythms are in establishing a functional axis of sym-
 metry (vertical line).
 By the same token, parametric interference can prevent the perception of
 melodic symmetry. The dynamically stressed accents in Figure 23 j, for ex-
 ample, create metric groupings that obscure the potentially mirrored pitch
 ordering found in Figure 23d (on accent structure and recognition, see Jones
 &C Ralston, 1991). So parametric context can either facilitate or hinder the
 cognitive perception of melodic inversion.
 Figure 23k's mirror configuration is more difficult to see than any of the
 previous visual examples. Yet with the aid of the vertical line, we can un-
 ravel the inversion rather quickly. Figure 231 shows the musical analogue,
 but sensing the inversion here is a lot more difficult. Indeed, it has all but
 disappeared. The distance of the transposition (M9), the lack of other para-
 metric cues, the sheer length of the sequence (26 tones), and the absence of
 closure and thus a clear sense of form completely prevent the emergence of
 an axis. In Figure 23m, rhythm and meter help delineate the symmetrical
 relationship, but even here the heard connections between the dotted
 rhythms are more salient than those between the patterns of eighth notes
 and quarter notes (mm. 1-2, 6-7), which actually divide the form in half.
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 Only with a good deal of repeated exposure can the experienced listener
 begin to sense that this melody has symmetrical properties.
 What we conclude from Figure 23 is that, in general, musical mirroring
 tends to be more difficult to perceive than its visual counterparts. Listeners
 can and do deduce rules to recognize melodic inversions but only if the
 patterns are short. Longer ones require a context suffused with other para-
 metric cues. More experimental testing along the parametric lines suggested
 here remains to be done if we are to determine fully the perceptual condi-
 tions of melodic symmetry (Krumhansl et al., 1987). We simply do not
 know the extent to which rule-mapping of inversion takes place in com-
 plex, extended contexts.
 Inversion and Affect
 One can find inversion on all levels of melody, but, as we have seen,
 listeners most readily hear mirroring in rather small units. In Figure 24a,
 the descending interval ending the second phrase (Et-Bt) exactly inverts the
 ascending fourth ending the first phrase (Et- At). Because of the exact rhyth-
 mic conformance, the listener easily recognizes the discontiguous interval-
 lie relationship and unconsciously deduces that transformation is at work.
 The invoked rule allows one to hear the syntactic playfulness between the
 two cadential gestures. Figure 24b is similar except that the inverted inter-
 val is tonally "adjusted" (P5 becomes P4); nevertheless, because melody
 and rhythm repeat exactly, the listener cannot avoid perceiving the symme-
 Fig. 24. Inversion and quasi-inversion. (a) Beethoven, Piano sonata op. 10 no. 1, III, mm.
 17-20 (Prestissimo); (b) Haydn, Symphony no. 104, I, mm. 1-2 (Adagio); (c) Stravinsky,
 Suite from The Firebird, Berceuse, mm. 1-2 (Andante).
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 try (later in the introduction, when the inversion recurs, the second interval
 becomes a perfect fifth, to the surprise of the listener).
 Although musical inversion brings about a contrast in contour, most
 writers believe that registral symmetry creates qualities of balance, propor-
 tion, assimilation, and mutual completion. Meyer (1973, p. 175), for in-
 stance, speaks of melodic symmetry in terms of complement, and Jones
 (1974) shows that people do perceive some patterns as complements. Con-
 sequently, a slight denial of symmetrical rule-mapping may give retrospec-
 tive pleasure. Consider Figure 24c, whose motivic mirroring is quite con-
 cealed. The attentive listener senses (in retrospect) that some kind of
 rule-governed content is present with the eighth-eighth-half-note (m. 2),
 but because the higher-level structure underpinning the motives is not ex-
 act (see the brackets), the inversion is elusive. Solso's (1994, p. 146) re-
 marks about symmetry are apt: "A perfectly balanced painting would be
 rather boring. . . . While we understand order, we find minor visual dislo-
 cations interesting and invest greater effort in investigating them." With
 reference to music cognition, the issue is the extent to which such interest-
 ing dislocations deform the symmetry and thus prevent the perception of
 inversion altogether. Figure 24c sits very finely on that edge.
 Hierarchical embedding of melodic inversion may make rule-based map-
 ping less likely, not necessarily because listeners are unable to compare
 different levels but because manifest events may obscure the similarity made
 covert by level differentiation. This was the case in Figure 24c and is also
 true of Figure 25a. Although low-level symmetry is manifestly absent, we
 can analyze the quarter-note level as an inversion - an ascending perfect
 Fig. 25. Quasi-inversion. (a) Dvorak, Cello concerto, III, mm. 33-36 (Allegro moderato);
 (b) Mozart, Sonata K. 284, III, Variation 1, mm. 13-17.
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 fourth of F(t-B followed by a descending perfect fourth of Ft-Cl. But is the
 descent heard as an inversion? One thinks not because of the lack of sur-
 face similarity between the two motives, whose low-level forms are AB.
 But if not symmetrical, then what in Meyer's term melodically accounts for
 the sense of motivic complement in this example?
 Of course, surface difference need not obscure the cognitive recognition
 of inversion. The first full bar of Figure 25b displays a partial sequence on
 beats 2, 3, and 4, with intervallic expansions generally like those seen ear-
 lier (recall Figures 6-12). The second, third, and fourth beats of measure 2
 then invert the pattern of measure 1, except the registral direction at the
 end of each motive stays the same - up (A3>a A4'bA5>c). This "dislocation"
 subtly changes the cognitive rules of the game, but the playfulness does not
 obscure the listener's sense that inversion (or rather quasi-inversion) of the
 original intervallic expansion is relevant to the mapped expectation (note
 in m. 3 that the analogous beats are purely sequential).
 Retrograde Inversion
 As for extended inversion, in the history of music, composers have
 used it more than retrograde. Because contour has a strong effect on
 serial order recognition (Boltz & Jones, 1986; Boltz, Marshburn, Jones,
 6c Johnson, 1985), training can make feasible the perception of longer
 inversions, particularly if other parameters such as rhythm and meter
 define them.
 What of retrograde inversion? Short ones are probably more difficult to
 perceive than short inversions or short retrogrades (Dowling, 1972). The
 reason is that inversion retrograde requires multiple cognitive rules. Con-
 sider the motives in Bach's fugue subject in Figure 26. One might say that
 the second eighth-note motive of C-D-G (top staff; ascending M2, descending
 P5) retrogrades and inverts the preceding motive of C-G-At (ascending P4,
 descending m2 following the two opening sixteenth notes). But does the
 listener retrospectively hear this mirrored symmetry? Although replacement
 of a descending fourth by a descending fifth is a common variant, the scale-
 step substitution of the dominant G (downbeat of m. 2) for the submediant
 At (m. 1, beat 3) clearly obscures the connection. More important, on the
 quarter-note level, partial sequences of intervallic expansion (bottom staff)
 create the structural tones of a linear process on the half-note level (first
 staff, arrows). Thus any ascription of retrograde inversion here seems quite
 rationalistic in terms of the listener constructing a rule. Rather, it is the
 varied motivic repetition (Ab) that creates the subtle form of play.
 The form, however, calls into question the implicative status of the higher-
 level descending line of At-G-F (first staff). The first segment of each mo-
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 Fig. 26. Quasi-retrograde-inversion. Bach, Fugue 2, Well-Tempered Clavier, 1, mm. 1-3.
 tive begins rhythmically and melodically the same - two sixteenths to an
 eighth (second staff, A0 A0 A0). This would seem to send a message to the
 listener that stylistic mapping is to be straightforward. But with the third
 A0 (after the downbeat of measure 2) the listener does not stylistically know
 what continuation to map. Is the tone to follow the third C-B-C supposed
 to mimic the first motive (A0) and leap down? Or is it to mimic the second
 motive (A1 or Ah) and step up?
 If the step up to D in the second motive creates a retrograde inversion,
 then the resultant A0 + A1 would imply an A2. If it creates ornamental
 variation (Ab), then that would support a less-specified projection - simply
 that change will continue. However, because in the face of ambiguity lis-
 teners tend to opt for a mapping based on contiguity rather than on
 discontiguity (Tenney with Polansky, 1980), we probably hear the third
 motive's move up again to D as another surprise, which exactly repeats
 what preceded it. That is, sameness occurs instead of a change. This formal
 twist thus maintains the suspense, yet that is immediately followed by still
 another surprise: a larger leap downward plus two sixteenths now falling
 on the beat (hence now A°AlA2, third staff). The rhythmic change jerks us
 forward, and by an unforeseen, syncopated return to the quarter note At
 (m. 2), deflects and delays the completion of the linear descent to Ek In
 sum, the emergence of the implied, descending higher-level At-G-F (first
 staff) is no simple matter because the formal expectation ( AA - > A) is some-
 what ambiguous. Hence the listener does not completely anticipate the re-
 alization of the skip down to F.
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 Subtractivity and Additivity in Musical Form: The Importance of
 Learning
 Normal listeners may learn to deduce rules governing formal manipula-
 tions. Consider the phenomenon theorists have variously referred to as
 "foreshortening," "telescoping," "elimination," or "successive segment-
 ing," in which formal units become progressively shorter. Figure 27, from
 the famous first movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, is a clear case.
 Throughout the passage, there is unrelenting eighth-note motion, yet each
 repeated subphrase is successively halved: following two four-bar phrases
 (the second a slightly varied repetition, A°'b), the third and fourth phrases
 reduce to two-bar lengths (B°B1 ), and these in turn are succeeded by one-
 bar motives (Cs).
 Listeners can absorb and project this formal "compression," even though
 Beethoven's music requires other kinds of attentional processing. As the
 formal units grow shorter during the crescendo (mm. 10-13), harmonic
 change increases apace and grinds against the dissonant pedal points and
 Fig. 27. Systematic formal division. Beethoven, Symphony no. 5, 1, mm. 25-44 (Allegro con
 brio).
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 insistent sforzandi (mm. 14-19) until the climax in measure 20. The inexo-
 rable sense of all this instills a tremendous anxiety in the listener until the
 release of the explosive forte. Compression speeds up the amount of infor-
 mation to be processed, causing the listener to remain on high alert.
 Expert professional listeners (musicologists, theorists, composers) and
 other highly committed music lovers are cognitively able to step back from
 the intense processing of Figure 27 and (1) identify, remember, and com-
 pare the formal lengths involved, (2) analyze the precision of the formal
 construction, and then (3) formulate a predictive rule ("expect each motivic
 change to decrease in length by one half"). We have already mentioned the
 phenomenon in two other instances (recall the successive halving of
 durational values that created shorter motives in Figure 5 b and the similar
 one-bar segmenting of mm. 17 and 18 in Figure 12b, following the two
 two-bar motives of mm. 13-14 and 15-16).
 The converse of Figure 27, as in the cumulative motives of Figure 1
 earlier (by Beethoven), also follows a systematic formal pattern: One-beat
 motives occurring four times are succeeded by two-beat motives occurring
 twice, which in turn are succeeded by the final motive that takes up an
 entire bar (four beats). In Classic music, such formal cumulation is utterly
 common. Another instance (by Mozart) occurs in Figure 13 where both
 the antecedent [AAB] and the consequent [A AC] phrases each create a phras-
 ing of 1 + 1 + 2. Shortening and then lengthening the form in multiple units
 is also common. In Haydn's melody of Figure lia, the first two motives
 last two beats, the next three are one beat each, and the last two each span
 one bar.
 To repeat: Ordinary listeners can learn to perceive successive forms of
 either cumulative multiples or countercumulative divisions as rule-gener-
 ated - as any college music teacher will attest.
 Compositional Rules Rather Than Cognitive Ones: Proscriptions
 Generated from the Top-Down
 "Learned style" is a well-known phenomenon among music scholars
 because serious composers have always shown interest in intellectual craft
 and, in the hopes of creating unity, coherence, consistency, integration, and
 the like, have frequently relied on rule proscriptions to generate sophisti-
 cated, complex music. I do not refer here to the workaday compositional
 rules of tonality so well codified they have become a mainstay of the under-
 graduate curriculum - for example, the harmonic rules of part writing (voice
 leading, voice doubling, etc.), the rules of form (governing sonata, minuet,
 rondo), the rules of orchestration (e.g., applying effective instrument
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 doublings), and so forth. Rather, I mean "pure," top-down construction
 that comes to light only with objective analysis, conscious thought, and
 repeated study - the kinds of "hidden" compositional rules that scholars
 uncover and teach in concentrated analysis classes. Such constructivism
 relies not on perceivers to deduce and project a general cognitive rule but
 perforce to think consciously about a specific compositional one generatively
 imposed on the music.
 Indeed, the aesthetic of some types of contemporary music requires lis-
 teners to consciously cogitate while they process the input. Listening hab-
 its, however, can be quite uncongenial to such pure rules. Most music lov-
 ers are generally unprepared to think about covert constructive rules because
 the normal habits acquired in listening to the common repertory (tonal
 music) do not entail apperceptions of this type. Consequently, ordinary
 listeners have insufficient cognitive strategies for consciously thinking about
 unfamiliar music while they listen, let alone deducing constructive rules
 that might contribute to their intellectual insight (if not necessarily to the
 aesthetic affect). In short, generative compositional rules tend to be com-
 pletely analytical in nature.
 Consider the rhythmic pattern of Figure 28a, from Berg's Wozzeck. How
 many people who have heard this opera would consciously recognize that
 this pattern follows a strict rule? Of course, once pointed out, one can
 visually understand it, but in music listening, would our cognitions aurally
 map a rule of successive motivic diminution? The answer with respect to
 such constructivism is not clear.34 Similar questions are even more perti-
 nent with respect to the iterative additivity in the bottom notes of the six-
 teenth-note pattern of Figure 28b, from Stockhausen's Kruezspiel, which
 lies even closer to a pure, generative rule than that seen in the Berg case.
 Other purely constructive instances include the superpositions and retro-
 graded transformations of durational patterns that Messiaen promotes in
 his book The Technique of My Musical Language (1956), Carter's precise
 use of metric modulation (Schiff, 1983), and the arithmetic rules governing
 talea in the music of Lutoslawski (Stucky, 198 1).35
 Of course, many composers seem indifferent as to whether listeners hear
 such constructionisms. Indeed, the disconnect between twentieth-century
 compositional construction and music perception is one of the more puz-
 zling aspects of contemporary culture, but it stems directly from nineteenth-
 century aesthetic beliefs that artists are prophets and therefore have a right
 34. The relationship seen here is the simplest in this piece. The rest of the work is replete
 with inaudible rule-governed constructions, so common in the Continental music of this
 period.
 35. Lutoslawski's use of arithmetic techniques are often purely constructive and ana-
 lytic, resistant to overlearning, and thus, as Stucky (1981) says, inaudible (though obviously
 affecting the texture). Contemporary music is full of such purely analytic rules.
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 Fig. 28. Constructionism, (a) Berg, Wozzeck (after Perle, 1980, p. 173); (b) Stockhausen,
 Kruezspiel, I, mm. 7-13 (J> = 90) (discussed in Morgan, 1992, pp. 376-385).
 to expect listeners to come to terms with what they create. Eschewing the
 relevance of ordinary perception and cognition altogether, several genera-
 tions of contemporary music theorists, whose primary interests are to ana-
 lyze music from the constructional point of view, have kept this essentially
 romantic view alive. Like their compositional counterparts, such theorists
 are completely unconcerned about whether their analyses make any cogni-
 tive sense in terms of ordinary music listening.
 Other contemporary composers expect, nay, insist on conscious thought -
 even intense scrutiny - while listening to their music. Thus one rationale
 for modern analysis is to identify the specialized skills needed to compre-
 hend this music. At its best, the aesthetic here resembles learning to play
 high-level chess or solving mathematical puzzles, and it should be said that
 music has always found room for this kind of ultra-connoisseurship (but
 perhaps never to the extent found in the mid-twentieth century). At its
 worst, the stipulated aesthetic is pretentious, even narcissistic.36
 From the scholarly view of music cognition, there are more important
 issues. Can we distinguish those cognitive rules of compositional construc-
 tion that people can readily learn to hear from those analytic ones that are
 so difficult to perceive that people learn them only with considerable ef-
 fort? What rule constructions do people apprehend "naturally" and which
 have to be "force-fed?" What kinds of rule making proceed automatically,
 what kinds require some training, and what kinds are totally generative (or
 analytic) and thus highly resistant to online processing regardless of the
 amount of training? Much work in music psychology is needed to answer
 such questions.
 36. Of course, at the other extreme lies that large body of fatuous popular music that
 succeeds brilliantly in its perfect anti-intellectualism. Most serious music lovers find areas
 between these extremes the most rewarding.
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 Even in tonal music such questions crop up. Western music has typically
 celebrated contrapuntal music as a high point of compositional intellectu-
 alization. Yet perceptually oriented theorists have long pointed out that
 certain kinds of polyphonic textures are pure contrivances inasmuch as the
 contrapuntal devices used are not aurally perceived.37
 Although in tonal music working memory can process short retrogrades
 (and perhaps short retrograde inversions), as we saw in Figure 24, extended
 ones are very difficult to follow. Even with repeated study, long retrogrades
 remain cognitively obscure because they require the listener to treat all
 initial functions as terminal ones - and all terminal ones as initial - while
 also mapping medial functions in the reverse of how they were learned.
 Obviously a mathematical rule for deriving extended melodic retrogrades
 is unfeasible in online processing, even in the untransposed condition. Ex-
 tended retrograde is taxing because it involves more "backward learning"
 than most ordinary listeners are willing to subject themselves to.
 Experimental Issues and a Summary of the Musical Examples
 The rules postulated to govern the musical examples are "natural" in
 the sense that they cover many musical styles from 1700 to the present.
 Presumably, then, any listener could learn to abstract these rules with suf-
 ficient exposure. The psychological question is, To what extent do listeners
 actually invoke cognitive rules to understand music? Although the expla-
 nations, descriptions, and analyses of the excerpts may be accurate (but by
 no means exhaustive), one may ask, Is rule invocation necessary (Equation
 3)? Or is top-down, simple mapping all that listeners require (Equation 2)?
 Is music like language, a limited domain whose neural processing seems
 "prewired" for immutable bottom-up operations, or does music also rely
 on generalized similarities (be it instance, case, model, analogy, or category)?
 Does the cognition of music call for some hybrid rule system mediating
 between bottom-up and top-down processing? However we answer, the
 analytical observations presented here beg for experiment to confirm the
 extent to which listeners use cognitive rule-mapping. For if they do not
 construct and then apply rules, then we may relegate the preceding discus-
 sions of music to theoretical-analytical descriptions regarding merely dif-
 ferent styles of composition. Many questions arise, to which we now turn.
 THE QUESTION OF FORMAL SIMILARITY
 We have seen formal similarity (A0 A1) underscoring both complete se-
 quence - whether contiguous (Figures 1, 3, and 4) or discontiguous (Fig-
 37. Such schemes are, of course, discernible with study, and people can learn to hear
 them, but it is not what they naturally attend to.
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 ure 9a) - and partial sequence - whether both intervals diverge (Figure 8)
 or only one expands (Figures 5-7, 10-12). If, as argued, listeners invoke
 both rules of transformation (0) *) and top-down mappings of similarity
 (AA) in order to project the higher-level linear and triadic melodic sequences
 so familiar to tonal style, then they should also abstract and apply the
 same cognitive rules to unfamiliar styles. For that matter, listeners should
 apply rules even to highly abstract, noiselike signals, provided AA is
 present.38 Indeed, novel contexts seem more likely to require abstract cod-
 ing than highly familiar material. This is because rule invocation should
 evince maximum utility in unfamiliar situations, whereas mapping of mere
 instance may be all that's necessary in frequent, familiar contexts (Smith et
 al., 1989).
 Listeners' sense of implied continuation in both familiar and unfamiliar
 as well as concrete and abstract cases could be tested via probe-tone tech-
 nique. Krumhansl (1997) has already shown in tonal music that listeners
 do project higher-level continuations to some extent when formal similar-
 ity (AA) occurs. It remains to extend this work with respect to the rules and
 examples discussed in the present article. For inexperienced listeners, train-
 ing might be required in tasks involving melodic sequences (whether con-
 tiguous or discontiguous, complete or partial), but this would not negate
 the independent reality of unconscious, abstract syntactical rules in music
 cognition if listeners then rule-mapped in unfamiliar contexts. One should
 also confirm whether the size of the higher-level interval of transposition
 makes any difference in the expected continuations of these cases (recall
 the discussion of reversal and similarity in Figure 2). One could then mea-
 sure as well for degree of surprise (recall the denials and delays of sequen-
 tial expectation discussed in earlier sections).
 Of course, a range of relevant questions exist concerning the issue of
 musical similarity. How does ornamental variation (symbolized by the su-
 perscript letters of the As) affect higher-level projection? Is there a differ-
 ence in reaction time between recognition of exact sameness (A0 A0) versus
 recognition of various degrees of similarity (A0 A1)} Is a pattern followed by
 diminution less likely to be heard as A°AX (recall Figure 15a) than one
 followed by augmentation (re Figure 15b)? Trials might also vary type of
 parametric change to see whether some parameters contribute more to rec-
 ognition of similarity than others. Is, for example, durational similarity
 more important than the variables of melodic similarity (whether of con-
 tour, interval, or scale-step function)?39
 38. Abstract formal similarity (A A) will ensure the hypothesis that the stylistically differ-
 ent materials to be tested share the property of being governed by the same rule.
 39. By parametric change I do not refer here to augmentation or ongoing diminution
 because in these procedures the durational ratios of the overall pattern remain the same.
 Rather I refer to durational change that is differentiated note by note so that no previous
 temporal property remains constant.
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 THE QUESTION OF FORMAL DISSIMILARITY
 How much parametric change is necessary before listeners no longer
 hear similarity and thus no longer melodically project full or partial se-
 quence according to abstract rule? Stated operationally, when do listeners
 cognitively convert A0 A1 to AB (recall Table 1)? Is there a threshold of
 formal differentiation that prevents the perception of higher-level implica-
 tions? And how does the functional location of ornamental variation affect
 the perception of higher-level, sequential expectation (recall the discussion
 of Figure 26)? Given an AA and AB that are similarly closed, is there less
 sense of expected higher-level continuity after an AB}
 At what point does a shift in parametric differentiation affect the degree
 of closure? On the basis of the terminal segmentations that we have seen
 (e.g., Figures lib and 15b), one guesses that a change in subset at the
 beginning of an A1 would be more disruptive to listeners' projections of
 higher-level sequential transpositions than a change at the end (and what
 about the ornamentation of a subset in the middle of such a motivic form?).
 As one varies the amount of parametric change across the formal spec-
 trum, are there primacy or recency affects? Along with length of pattern,
 one expects, for example, that the degree of parametric variation would
 affect the perception of short inversions and retrogrades (not to mention
 short retrograde inversions).
 THE QUESTION OF PARTIAL SEQUENCE, REGISTRAL RETURN, AND STREAMING
 Concerning partial sequences, which often involve both exact and near
 registral return (aba occurs throughout in Figures 5-7 and 10-12), we
 need experiments to determine whether cognitive rules applied to either
 expanding or contracting intervals can be distinguished from the phenom-
 enon of voice streaming. Streaming may be hardwired (Bregman, 1990),
 but then registral return may be as well. If both are, then the question is
 whether rule-mapping is even necessary to perceive partial sequence. Re-
 call in Figure 5a that registral return was exact (on F), but the alternat-
 ing tones (A, C, F2) exceeded the definition of return (according to the
 implication-realization model),40 yet the ear clearly hears the triadic
 connection between these tones (presumably according to streaming).
 So is the invocation of cognitive rule in these cases of partial sequence
 necessary?41
 40. In the implication-realization model, registral return (aba) is a constrained subset of
 the psychological phenomenon of streaming, where it occurs only when discontiguous pitches
 create an interval no greater than a major second.
 41. That invoking cognitive rule for partial sequence appears redundant in the light of
 both registral return and streaming is not a prima facie argument against rule-making be-
 cause streaming itself may result from cognitive rule. Moreover, redundancy is an inherent
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 One place to test this would be in contexts of formal differentiation
 (AB). We would attempt to determine in forms of AB whether listeners
 hear registral return in one voice (a ... a) and streaming via nonregistral
 return in another (b, c, d). Probe-tone experiments could determine this. If
 both streaming and registral return are innately bottom-up activities, then
 listeners should still perceive both in AB conditions where higher-level cog-
 nitive rules are less relevant.
 THE QUESTION OF FORMAL DIFFERENTIATION
 Of course, just as rule-mapping can occur in formal similarity (A0 A1), so
 it can occur in formal differentiation (AB). Recall the continuing intervallic
 expansion in the differentiated forms of Figure lia or the increasing and
 then decreasing dissonance in Figure 20d, where the motivic melodic forms
 are generally quite dissimilar. In sum, the extent to which whether perceiv-
 ers invoke rules in both AA and AB musical forms needs to be tested.
 To see whether listeners rely on analogy to stored instance or on rule-
 mapping to comprehend patterns is of crucial importance. Because the
 majority of examples herein have occurred in contexts of formal similarity,
 the question of whether rule-mapping is necessary again arises. Formal
 similarity seems to be allied with comparison by analogy. In a musical se-
 quence, for instance, transposition could emerge as a result of comparing
 variant (A1) with model (A0). And if a second transposed variant (A2) oc-
 curred, then the comparative task looks very much like "A0 is to A1 as A1 is
 to A2" (rational model: "A is to B as B is to C").
 To examine whether analogy explains a listener's response to sequence
 better than rule-mapping, we must test in the AB condition. Specifically,
 we would set up an implication in formal similarity (AA) and then realize it
 in a differentiated form (B). This should not be too hard to model, as AAB
 contexts in music are extremely common. Figure 29 illustrates the possibil-
 ity. If through probe tones listeners hear the Ct in the first B° (m. 3) as
 expected and thus unsurprising, then the expectation generated by the se-
 quence is not caused by formal similarity (A A) or analogical thinking but
 by rule-mapping.42
 property of communication systems. Thus it may be that in other contexts all three - stream-
 ing, registral return, and rule - are necessary to arrive at the contextual meaning. The melody
 of Figure 17, for example, exhibits near registral return while the contracting and expand-
 ing of intervals seem rule governed.
 42. There are many aspects about analogies that I cannot discuss here. Analogies do not
 generalize nearly as specifically as abstract rules and thus cannot deal with completely unfa-
 miliar material as precisely. Moreover, analogies are initially retrospective in nature, and
 this does not to fit well with the notion of expectation, which is so important to music.
 Finally, analogies seem to be consciously invoked when problems arise, whereas the online
 processing of music is largely unconscious and unproblematic.
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 Fig. 29. Testing for the effects of formal differentiation on the perception of sequence.
 Tchaikovsky, Swan Lake, Act 2, Danse des cygnes (no. 13), part 4, mm. 2-4 (Allegro
 moderato).
 THE QUESTION OF MEASURING AFFECT
 One expects with similarly related input that iterated applications of
 rule will have a priming effect, facilitating access to the rule and thus im-
 proving the listener's reaction time in projecting higher-level continuations.
 Accordingly, an interrupting surprise of rule activation accompanying for-
 mal similarity (A0^1) would presumably be more affective than one with
 formal differentiation (AB) because stylistic similarity generates prospec-
 tive continuation based on learned probability more strongly. (It seems likely
 that this is what drove Strauss to compose melodies like those found in
 Figure 6a-e, each new passage varying a previously established partial se-
 quence.)
 Formal contexts of AA probably enhance listeners' expectations of con-
 tinuation and their reaction to its interruption. Consequently, repetition
 per se should help refine rule-mapping, thereby improving its accuracy. As
 exposure to formal repetition and hence similarity increases, listeners prob-
 ably begin to convert the materials of analogous cases into rule variables.
 With practice this updating should in turn transform previously learned
 context-specific rules into more powerful abstractions. All this would in-
 fluence the degree of affect felt upon denial.
 Thus similarity-based learning should facilitate both the accessibility of
 rule and its transferability to higher-level domains. Experiments involving
 musical training in generalized rules should show these benefits, not only
 in different stylistic contexts but also in analogously derived applications
 in other contrasting styles. One would expect, for example, that listeners
 carefully trained to hear tonal sequences (say, in the music of Bach or Handel)
 would be better equipped to hear such transforms in atonal music (say, in
 Skryabin or early Schoenberg). Likewise, one would think that with suffi-
 cient training listeners could be taught to hear not only relatively brief
 types of mirroring (e.g., the various styles seen in Figures 22a-c and 24a-b)
 but also more subtle cases of it (e.g., Figure 25b).
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 As for transferability of applications across parameters, it may even be
 the case that listeners adequately trained in hearing subtractive rhythmic
 groups, such as Berg used (Figure 28a), could readily transfer that abstrac-
 tion to successively subtractive forms, such as those found in Beethoven's
 music (Figure 27). Experiments based on these possibilities would train
 participants to play an intellectual game - to find the math or the logic in
 the music - and then test to see whether they could map the learned cogni-
 tive rules to different parametric variables.43
 THE QUESTION OF MULTIPLE RULES
 In many cases, rule-mapping may be more difficult and thus less accu-
 rate if listeners find that more than one rule is simultaneously required.
 Further, the need to invoke two or more rules would presumably slow down
 listeners' reaction time in projecting higher-level continuation or in assess-
 ing retrospective relationships. The hypotheses of multiple rules reducing
 both accuracy and reaction time are generally reasonable (Smith et al., 1993)
 but need to be tested in music. For example, patterns where both melodic
 and durational rules are highly coordinated might not show either a loss of
 accuracy or a slower reaction time. However, melodies such as the purely
 additive case seen in Figure 16a or the shorter durations and concomi-
 tantly increased sense of pace in Figure 16b may not show these effects.
 This is because in these cases experienced listeners learn that a single corre-
 lated rule governs the melodic-durational patterning.
 A multirule pattern like Figure 18 b, however, which (1) adds melodic
 tones, (2) systematically expands intervallic size, and generally (3) decreases
 the duration of melodic tones (which increases the pace) is more complex.
 Complexity is even greater in the "wedge" pattern of Figure 20c, which
 employs (1) a systematic increase in dissonance, (2) increasing density of
 texture, (3) increasingly smaller durations (and hence a systematic increase
 in pace), and (4) simultaneous inversion in outside pairs of voices (which
 may not be perceived at all and thus exist purely a compositional device).
 In three- or four-rule contexts like these, both reaction time and accuracy
 in rule-projecting the continuation of all the parametric particulars will
 probably suffer.
 It is also the case, one believes, that some parametric rules are more
 easily accessible than others. Figure 16c, for instance, also displays a com-
 43. By using functional magnetic resonance imaging, Dehaene, Spelke, Pinel, Stanescu,
 and Tsivkin (1999) show evidence that indicates that people perform simple addition and
 multiplication in the left frontal lobe of the brain (the area thought to store language memory),
 whereas simple subtraction (and possibly division) seems to take place in an area dedicated
 to scaled spatial tasks (the parietal lobes). In light of this, it would be interesting to know
 whether musical augmentation, which involves multiplication (recall Figure 14a-b), is pro-
 cessed in an area different from the area where musical diminution, which relies on division
 (recall Figure 15a), is processed.
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 plex sets of rules, but its general direction toward adding tones of faster
 durations while increasing the pace is clearly more recognizable than, say,
 simultaneous inversion in contrary pairs of voices.
 Patterns where one rule is nested in another, as in Figures 7a and 7c
 (partial sequences nested in full sequences) and 15b (partial sequence em-
 bedded in augmentation), probably endure no such loss in reaction time or
 accuracy, particularly because in both these cases the extraopus stylistic
 material is very familiar (made so by the intraopus stylistic repetition) and
 thus easily "chunked" in working memory.44 For that matter, listeners prob-
 ably also find it easy to follow alternating sequences in opposite directions,
 as seen in Figure 9a.
 Conclusion
 In the absence of rules, listeners project expectations by building analog
 models based on "pure instance" (Smith et al., 1993). We first tend simply
 to map varied repetitions of a given instance from the top down, without
 attempting rule construction. Only after repeated exposure do listeners begin
 to abstract cognitive rules. We thus arrive at deductive formulations through
 inductive learning (the amount of learning necessarily varying with the nature
 of the pattern). This is why a lot of cognitive rule-making goes hand in
 hand with stylistic repetition. Indeed, rules are probably intrinsic to style's
 infrastructure. As we have seen, in music many kinds of cognitive rules
 always seem to occur in contexts of formal similarity (AA).
 Prospective cognitive rules involving formal differentiation (AB) prob-
 ably take longer to learn than those involving A A. This is because they are
 harder to formulate. When listeners encounter differentiation, they have to
 devote most of their attention to processing details on the manifest level
 before constructing an abstract rule. Retrospective cognitive rules involv-
 ing AB art bound to the surface materials. Proscriptive or retrospective
 rules that emanate from composition alone, whether in AA or AB forms,
 are merely constructive (and by inference analytic). Such "pure rules" re-
 quire much top-down training in order to be cognitively applied in online
 processing (if at all).
 What characterizes music cognition is not the variety of cognitive strat-
 egies that humans have for projecting expectations. Rather it is that so
 many of these - recognizing process or reversal, mapping intraopus or
 extraopus style, deducing sequence, partial sequence, mirrored symmetries,
 44. But as Jones (1981, pp. 496-497) reminds us, hierarchical sequences are not neces-
 sarily easier to remember than nonhierarchical ones. It all depends on the nature of the
 pattern.
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 and so forth - are all based in one way or another on one ability, that of
 mapping abstractions of similarity or dissimilarity. This is so whether one
 is dealing with the input of scaled parametric materials (a + a, as in melody,
 duration, harmony, etc.), projecting formal reproductions or rule-mapping
 variations (A°A°, A°A1)^ tracking ornamental change for content's sake
 (A*Ah), or automatically linking the same kind of learned, extraopus cogni-
 tive rule to a variety of novel input.
 Our comprehension of the world, whether it is music or anything else, is
 powerful precisely because high-level rules cover a huge variety of phe-
 nomena, including, as the copious musical examples in this article show,
 the richness of many different musical styles. This is true whether such
 abstractions cover parameters, where a + a - > a (where each a is an element
 or a primitive), or forms, where A + A - > A (where each A is a closed
 group), or rules, where ° + 1 - > 2 (where * and 2 represent either additivity,
 subtractivity, divisability, multiplicativity, or some combination thereof
 applied to a variable).
 One concludes that humans are similarity automatons regardless of do-
 main, level, or operation. Such cognitive dependence of so much on so little
 stems directly from evolution, where the ubiquitous complexity found in
 life is comprehensible only because the high-level abstract rules governing
 our unconscious processing are so very simple - and for that reason so very
 powerful.45
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